
MasterClass 2007
The Porter Bell & Co. Type C:

0-6-0 & 2-6-0
Building Porter's Li'l Empire Builders in 1:20.3 Scale

Project by David Fletcher and Rick Raively

...For our friend Timmy...

The locomotive construction class of 2007 will describe the construction of several different Type C 0-6-0 locomotives built by Porter Bell & Co.
(precursor of the famous H.K. Porter Co.) during the 1870s. Some of these locomotive would service railroads well into the 20th Century, offering a
wide variety of styles of these diminutive locomotives, from highly polished, decorated road locomotives to run-down, backwoods ponies serving the
mining and logging industries.

“Type C” or “Class C” is the designation Porter gave to locomotives with 6 coupled wheels, whether that be 0-6-0, 0-6-0T (tank locomotives) or 2-6-0
moguls.

This class will consist of two chapters, covering the construction of two basic types of 0-6-0/2-6-0 locomotive. Both types also have variants and era
styles for more options.

Chapter 1 will focus on building the Colorado Central Railroad 0-6-0 and 2-6-0 locomotives built between 1873 and late 1877. These represent the
earliest Type Cs between 16 and 18 tons. The Colorado Central, of Georgetown Loop fame, would in 1879 be leased for a period of fifty years to the
Union Pacific Railroad, which at that time also operated the Denver, South Park & Pacific Railroad (think Mason Bogies). The tracks of the two lines
were joined, and rolling stock from one was often to be found on the other. This “interchange” intensified when the two came under the same Receiver
in 1889 . And in 1899, the two lines would be officially united as the Colorado & Southern Railroad.



Class demo model above - CCRR #4, built 1873.  The above version is based on an 1884 rebuild.

“George” built by MLS member Chris Cracklow, based on the CCRR #4.

 

Chapter 2 will focus on building the smaller Type C 0-6-0s built for the Martha’s Vineyard Railroad, the Felton & Santa Cruz Railroad (precursor to
the South Pacific Coast Railroad), and for mining and logging lines in Washington & Oregon. These locomotives, built from 1874 onward, were of the
10-11 ton types, smaller than the Colorado Central locomotives.



The smaller “California/Martha's Vineyard” Porter

The construction of both locomotive types covered in the two chapters is essentially identical. However, the component sizes and shapes are different, so
to avoid confusion or mixing of parts that would result in dysfunctional modeling, construction of the two locomotives will be described in separate
chapters.

The construction of the models is based on Bachmann’s “Industrial” 2-6-0, a relatively cheap, and rather underrated model. We use only the chassis and
some detail parts from this model, but what a chassis it is! The frame is entirely cast metal, with metal wheels, axle electrical wipers and excellent
gearbox. Their poor performance was essentially due to lack of weight and consequent poor pulling power, all of which is resolved in the Porters.  The
one weakness that I can see are the nylon bearings used to insulate the axles from the metal chassis. I've never heard of reports yet of these failing, or
grinding out, but I would ensure that the bearings are kept oiled when running to avoid any possible problem.

The class will have one Background chapter outlining the history and usage of the design. However, it should also be noted that these 0-6-0 types were
used extensively across the U.S., and there are many other examples to be found. Readers are encouraged to showcase their own Class C Porter 0-6-0/2-
6-0 discoveries in the MasterClass Forum to show us all. The background chapter focuses on the prototypes we’re building in the class.

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

Background
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

Chapter 1
Porters of the Colorado Central Railroad 1873-1889

This construction section for Chapter 1 contains information specific to the construction of the Colorado Central Porters, since the materials and
methods differ from what is required to build the California Porters in Chapter 2.

As with other classes, there are prototype options for the Colorado Central Porters, as well as options in methods of construction. As indicated in the
background chapter, the first two of the type, constructed in 1873, were built as 0-6-0T types with saddle tank. While we’ve not provided construction
templates for the tank, the base locomotive is in fact identical to the tender versions we’re building. It is only a minor alteration in the cab and provision
of the box tank that is required. We’re not covering the modeling of this version in any detail as the 0-6-0T versions were both converted to tender locos
within a couple months of delivery.



The 0-6-0T versions only ran in this configuration for a couple of months in 1873, being quickly
rebuilt into tender locomotives, initially with 4 wheel tenders. Note the tool box on the pilot deck
in the above picture.

 

From 1873 onward, all the Porters on the CC RR were tender locomotives of various versions. Here are the basic versions to be modeled in the class.
However, you’re free to mix and match as well as freelance to your tastes.



All there is now to do is choose!

Parts and Opportunities
The bad news is, we just can’t build these out of air! There are some costs in bringing together the parts you need. With the exception of the chassis,
most other commercial parts can be substituted for hand made parts, or stuff pulled out of your trash box. Junked New Bright loco parts can go a long
way on this model.

Along similar lines to recent MasterClasses, we’re also able to offer the class as a DIY cut your own styrene parts from the 1:1 scale PDF templates, or
have them provided pre-cut as a Laser Cut Kit by MLS partner Rick Raively. The laser cut kits are very cost effective and time saving. But it comes
down to what you want to achieve personally in this class. To my mind, cutting and building the model yourself represents what “model building” is all
about, however with time constraints, the laser kits can really make the impossible possible. Unlike the Carter Bros. coach kits, where only a sadist
would try and cut all those templates themselves, the parts to be cut for the Porter are straight forward and are not difficult for the most part. The chassis
of the 6 wheel and 4 wheel tenders is more difficult to hand cut. But bashes from the Hartland miniseries 4 wheel wagons is a real option here.

Whether using Rick’s kit or cutting your own parts, you will need to download and print the PDF sets to know what parts are what, and where they
go. If buying the laser cut kit, use the PDF by laying the cut parts onto the PDF templates matching up the parts and drawings. Tape them to the
drawings if necessary so you don’t accidentally use the wrong part.

Ordering the laser-cut styrene kit

Please direct all questions about the kit to Rick Raively. However, when ordering you will need to specify a couple of things specific to the prototype
you’re modeling. You need to note the following two items:

. 1 Whether you want the 4 wheel tender kit or the 6 wheel tender kit.

. 2 Whether you want the Total Arched Window cab, or the Part Square Window cab. (There are two cab kits to choose from.)

Refer to the PDFs to see the differences. The specifics are:

CC RR #4 with the Rogers sand dome had arched cab windows to both front and side walls of the cab. Below the side windows was an oval
where the loco name would be placed.



All other CC RR Porters had cabs with arched side windows only, with square front windows and a rectangular panel below the side windows
where the loco name would be placed.

It is an interesting fact that CC RR #6 was built with the square front windows and square side panels, but in the photo of her in U.P. days, painted black
and numbered #32, she appears with an arched cab the same as #4 (#30). Your best bet is to choose the cab you want based on the photos from the
background section.

The Bachmann “Industrial” 2-6-0

This is the essential part of the class. The chassis of this model is very fine, being made from cast metal, while the backhead and other parts are very
detailed and suitable for use in your Porter. When this class was conceived, prices ranged from $60-$129, depending on where you bought. Retailers
were anxious to clear their inventory. We had not done a class to date using a model representing such good value!

Unfortunately, that situation has since changed. Though there are thousands out there, and they were not popular due to their poor pulling capacity, the
supply seems to have dried up, possibly helped along by us as we bought up the last of them preparing for this class. Virtually the only source left to
most of us is eBay, and even that seems to have slowed down in recent months. It is possible some local shops—especially those noted for their high
prices—still have some, and want ads may draw some out of the woodwork. But unless you employ above-average ingenuity or are particularly lucky at
garage-sale shopping, you can expect to pay upwards of $129.

Here’s the trusty li’l Bachmann “Indy,” a freelance 2-6-0:

 

The Porter prototypes were tiny locomotives, typical of Porter construction. Be that as it may, our 1:20.3 models are still slightly larger than the
Industrial 2-6-0 we’re using as a base - our models are also more low slung, narrow gauge style! Here’s a quick comparison with the unaltered Indy in
the foreground:

 

Cylinders and crossheads - the dilemma!



After obtaining your Bachmann Indy 2-6-0, and before purchasing any additional parts, you should decide whether to retain the cylinders and piston
crossheads from the model as stock, or refit with the larger cylinders and prototypical crossheads from Hartland. These two photos best demonstrate the
options:

 

Class demo model above, features new cylinders and crossheads from Hartland to better match
the style and proportion of the prototype.

The above photo shows the same Porter prototype, built by Chris Cracklow but with original stock
Bachmann cylinders and crossheads from the Industrial 2-6-0.

 

The decision should not be taken lightly - to leave the chassis in “stock” condition will avoid any possibility of mechanical troubles, binds or other
complaints you might experience if you are not able to refit the new cylinders with precision. But some would argue that the new cylinders, and
especially the larger crossheads, really lift the model. The decision is up to you. They look darn good either way!

Parts from the Indy to be retained for use



In addition to the chassis from the loco, you should take care to retain the following parts from the model:

Whistle and safety valves

Bell

Entire backhead with details

Air tank from one side

Air compressor

Brake shoes and brake cylinders, including the mounting studs (be very careful removing these, as they break easily)

Optional boiler front and front disk

Tender water valves

Tender brake wheel

All valves from the boiler sides.

Tool boxes - optional

Headlight - optional for modern version

Pilot- optional for modern version

Sound system - optional

Additional parts from the Hartland Parts Dept - All are optional, but make for a better model.

We’re always greatly indebted to the support Hartland Trains provides to all the MasterClasses, in particular the huge support and encouragement we
receive from their Product & Parts Manager, Phil Jensen. To order any or all of the parts below, please call Phil Jensen at Hartland Parts on Tuesday
or Thursday, between 8am and 1pm Central Time.

Ph (402) 571-2933

Fax (402) 573-7274

Again I emphasize that none are these parts are mandatory, but do greatly enhance the model, and make things easier.

Here are the parts you might select from:

2 x 4-4-0 cylinders, with caps to front and back. No steam chest covers needed)

2x Lilly Belle crossheads (left-hand and right-hand sides)

Box headlight, including lens, reflector and brass rim and air vent on top

3x brass hand rail acorns - (two for the hand rails and one for the sand dome finial)

Mogul smokestack base

Smokebox front number disk (very optional!)

Brass “E. Marsh” 'STEAM' dome (option for 2-6-0 version sand dome only) - You'll either need to make your own sand lid to replace the steam
dome cluster, or ask Phil nicely about the possibility of obtaining the "E. Marsh" sand lid!  The "E. Marsh" sand and steam domes have
interchangeable tops, but are not sold as separate parts.  The "E. Marsh" sand dome, incl sand lid is slightly too small for our use in this project. 
The steam dome is perfect, but has no sand lid.  Making sand lids wont be an issue.  Personally I don't see any real problem using the full sand
dome anyway, and accept the smaller size.  The PDFs also show how to make your own sand dome for this loco version - so a Hartland purchase
is not essential.

3 axles or 2 axles (6 wheels or 4 wheels) metal tender wheels for the loco tender. The wheels on the Indy tender are too small to be used in this
class.

Lilly Belle pilot, pocket and link pole - only good for the 0-6-0 #4, which had a lower pilot deck

Option for tool boxes you may enjoy using

2x boiler check valves

Options for stacks - see below



Optional Mini-flat car - 4 wheel car can be used as the chassis to a 4 wheel Porter tender.  The axle wheel base is identical.

Hand rail stanchions

The stanchions on these locos, like the CP Huntington class, need to be tall stanchions in the 9mm tall range. The most appropriate stanchions on the
market are brass ones made by Trackside Details. You will require four stanchions. The stanchions that are provided on the Indy boiler are too short, but
could be extended using brass tube.

Smokestacks

There are a number of stacks from which to choose.  Hartland has a terrific range, all of which are useful to the Porters!

The Inyo stack—a tall conical stack, ideally suited to the “as built” 2-6-0 #7.

The D&RG Diamond stack—a good middle ground stack for a freelanced version Porter (as used by Porter on a lot of roads).

The straight Capped stack—shown on the Porter #32 above.

The Balloon stack - Lilly Belle stack—used in the CPH class. This would be suitable for California or freelanced locomotives.

Ask for any of the above stacks when ordering parts from Phil.

As we know, the CC RR Porters used the classic “Congdon” stack between 1880 and 1885. Sadly, there is no readily available stack of this type. The
LGB Cooke Mogul has a stack of this type. If you can find one use it. Interestingly, the stack is undersized on the LGB mogul, but is just right for our
li’l Porter!

PDFs for modification of the Hartland Inyo stack into the CC RR “Nesmith” stack, and scratch building of a “Congdon” stack are provided in this class.

There is another source for the Congdon stack that does require considerable modification, but works out to a neat stack. The cheap battery train set
made by Echo, called “Classic Rail,” shown below, has a number of interesting features - specifically the Congdon stack. The stack can be used with
nothing more than a repaint, but to get the proper look, the upper cone should be enhanced with an additional lip, with some rivet detailing to the sides.
My sample CC RR #4 loco features the stack from one of these toys. Other items such as the pilot and domes on this toy also have their uses. Check
eBay for broken examples or cheap offers. Try and spend no more than $9 on this. That’s a lot for just one stack!

Other materials

The only other parts needed are styrene supplies and brass rod.

If not ordering the styrene laser cut kit from Rick, you will need the following styrene sheet:

0.5mm thick styrene - 2 letter sized sheets

1mm thick styrene - 2 letter sized sheets

2mm thick styrene - 3 letter sized sheets

Styrene tubes and rods - all builders

Plastruct or Evergreen 3.2mm tube - 2 lengths



Plastruct 6.2mm tube - 1 length

Evergreen 1mm and 1.5mm styrene rod - 2 lengths each

Evergreen 0.2 x 0.4mm strip - tender flare rim

Evergreen 12mm diameter styrene pipe - tender corners and air pump, 1 length

Evergreen 5.6mm styrene angle

Plastruct 4.6mm SHS - 2 lengths

Plastruct 3.2mm SHS - 1 length

Evergreen 5.2mm styrene SHS

Other pipes - PVC etc. from the hardware store

19-20mm OD electrical conduit pipe, need about 12" length

26mm OD pipe, need 6" length - used for the tender air tank if doing post 1883 versions and the steam domes of all versions

42-43mm PVC pipe for the boiler/smokebox. This is the exact same diameter as the smokebox on the Indy (hence why you can use the Indy
smokebox front if you like to on a more modern style, or modified as shown in George above. Need 12" length.

44-45mm pipe for the boiler (or wrap the 42mm pipe above with styrene to fatten up the “lagged” area)

50-52mm pipe, used for the wagon top only - need 6" length. Check the formed “trap and thread pipes” used under showers and hand basins,
these can be the right size.

Other pipe sizes - used for sand domes, different sizes: nominal 24-25mm for Rogers sand dome, 22-23mm for Porter sand dome.

Brass supplies

1.5mm brass rod - brass welding rod, or 1.5mm rod from the model shop - used for loco’s pipework - need 4' or so. (Doesn’t have to be in a
single length.)

1mm brass rod - Used for the hand rails and tender chassis details - need 4'

0.5mm brass rod - Used for pipework - need 12" length

Springs - Used on the tender chassis (aesthetic only) - use BIC ball point pens with spring loaded action.

Wood

9mm x 9mm hardwood rod - Used for the pilot beam - from hardware supplies

Rogers style dome top for CC RR #4 (#30)

You can either make the fluted Rogers dome top using Sculpey (modeling clay that sets up hard) as I did on the sample model, or buy Ward Hammond’s
new Rogers dome top, with brass acorn. You can purchase the dome top directly from Ward at his website: http://www.classicreflections.biz/Rodgers
Fluted Dome.htm

Glues and other stuff

I have used all kinds of solvent welding cements for the purpose of gluing styrene together. Some were downright dangerous. Others stunk so much we
had to evacuate our office once when I was making an architectural model. The most convenient and well bonding glue on the market I’ve found to be
the Testor’s solvent welder available at model shops. It comes in a small jar with a brush.

We will also use two other glues: CA (CyanoAcrylate or Super Glue) and an epoxy glue in limited areas. We have discovered that the epoxy glues in
the U.S. don’t seem to adhere well. (Which seems a bit silly since it’s supposed to be a “glue. Well, never mind! Don’t know why that is. Why sell a
glue that doesn’t work?) Here we use Aryldite, which is an epoxy based glue, but has some other additives in it that actually, well, make it stick! [In the
U.S. this is called Araldite 5-Minute Epoxy, and is manufactured by Huntsman Advanced Materials. We are in the process of finding out what retailers,
if any, handle it. ed.] Either way, we need some epoxy glue in this project, primarily to be used as a “filler” for the tapered boiler. Buy the glue from
your hardware store in the form of a two syringe pack, 5-minute setting type.



The three types of glue to be used in this project

 

For the painting of this model, I prefer all Tamiya paints, both gloss spray paints for the main assemblies and flat sprays for the chassis and firebox.
Additionally, I use the range of Tamiya brush-on paints for details and highlights. As has been mentioned on MLS, there is a need to take care when
using any kind of paint on styrene and other plastics. Paint a test piece to ensure whatever paint you choose to use does not attack the plastic.

Finally I use a “semi-gloss” or “satin” clear coat on all locomotive shiny areas and dull-coat, or flat finish, to smokeboxes, frame etc.

For the Russia Iron boiler jacket, Tamyia make a good colour called 'Gun metal' in a spray pack that makes for as good representation. 

Slightly better than the Tamyia gun metal is Testors metalizer 'Gun Metal', a buffable paint.  Spray on, buff to a shine and then seal with a gloss clear
coat.  This can provides a paint colour basically identical to the Tamyia colour, but as a buffable paint, there are no flecs or metallic particles in the
paint.  It makes for a much smoother Russia Iron.

Tools

A knife (heavy duty hands-on knife, not a scalpel. See below)

Drills and Dremel or hand-held drilling/grinding device

Jeweler’s saw

Working with styrene

Gang, to avoid the risk of repeating myself on every class, you can go read the specifics noted about using styrene in Chapter 1 of MC2002, along with
info about using construction PDFs. Here’s a link to it: http://www.mylargescale.com/articles/masterclass/mc2/mc2-02/mc2-02-03.asp

 The only addition I want to make is about cutting knives. During previous classes, it became apparent that some guys were trying to cut 2mm thick
styrene using surgical scalpels. Guys, it will take a million years to cut tough materials in largescale using those kinds of knives. You need to use
something to which you can apply some muscle. The knife must have a grip on it that you can really hold onto and a blade of significant strength so you
can really cut into stuff. I use a tradesman’s knife. This is a large, plastic-handled knife with retractable blades. The blades have scored lines in them,
allowing you to snap off the end when the tip and blade becomes blunt. I like these because you can apply serious muscle in cutting! (Of course, if you
get the laser-cut kit from Rick Raively, most of the cutting will have been done for you.)



The kind of knife I use in largescale model train building

 

Gluing/welding styrene

This is one of the delights of working with styrene. When bonding two styrene parts, you do not need to apply glue to both surfaces and then bring them
together as other adhesives require. Bonding styrene requires you to use the welder cement, such as the Testor’s above. You simply hold the two parts
together, placed in their final location, and then using the brush that comes with the solvent, just dab the end of the assembly, were the two parts
interface. The solvent will run along the entire joint via capillary action, providing the perfect quantity to the joint. Hold the parts together for another 30
seconds and let go. The parts are now joined.

One more note before we start. To view the Porter Bell PDF drawings, you will need to be able to “unzip” a file and view PDF documents. We
recommend WinZip or Stuffit Expander to unzip the files and you must have the Adobe Acrobat Reader to read the PDF files. (If you print out the
PDFs, be sure to choose the “None” option under Page Scaling and always check to be sure the 100mm scale in the lower left corner of each PDF is
actually 100mm long.)

 

Lets Get Started!
Download the PDF sets for the Porter Bell CC RR 0-6-0/2-6-0 here.

Step 1 - Taking the Indy apart

Just three screws hold this thing together.

At the rear end under the rear end of the cab are two screws. Remove them. You’ll not be screwing the loco together at this point again.



 

Next unbolt the pilot truck. If you’re building the 2-6-0 version, carefully store the truck away and keep the screw and washer with it. You’ll re-install
this pilot truck later on. If building the 0-6-0, keep the pilot truck for “the next one.”

Once the pilot truck is removed, you’ll find a central hole under the boiler saddle. Remove the long bolt recessed down in this hole. This will release the
front end of the boiler.

 

The superstructure is now loose, but not free. You’ll need to pry the smokebox braces away from the smokebox and pull the oil lube lines free from the
tops of the steam chests atop the cylinders.



 

The superstructure will now come free from the chassis. You’ll find the two halves are still joined by wires connecting the boiler to the chassis.

Here’s the real design problem with this 2-6-0 as an out-of-the-box model: there is no ballast in the boiler at all—just an over-designed, oversized,
useless PC board that limits voltage to the LED in the headlight, powers the almost non-existent smoke unit that begins to smoke only at Mach 0.9, and
blows up if used on pulse width controllers. All electronic junk that adds nothing to the model and removes any chance of the thing actually doing what
it was designed to do: pull trains. You’ll not be using this PC board again. Simply pull the boiler and chassis apart as far as they can go, stretching the
wires to their fullest extent. Then cut all the wires as close to the boiler base as possible, thus:

 

The chassis is now free, free I tell you! Something like this:



 

Now to summarize what the remaining wires are.

The green and blue wires at the top of the motor can be removed from the motor. They are no longer needed.

The really long black and red wires that come up from the bottom of the chassis are the electrical wires from the wheel wipers; these you want to
connect directly to the two poles on the top of the motor. To wire to LGB standards, the black wire should be soldered to the forward terminal (where
the blue wire came off), and the red wire to the rear terminal (where the green wire came off). Your chassis is now track powered. So what about all the
other wires?

On the back of the chassis you’ll see two white sockets. The engineer’s side socket is for a 2-pin plug. This runs to the sound drum on the forward axle
of the loco. We’ve not touched this socket yet, so you can certainly remove the sound board from the tender and re-apply it to your Porter tender if you
want to later on. Since the tender used a 9 volt battery pressed down onto two contacts via the water lid on the top of the tender, you might like to simply
buy a volt battery terminal clip from the electronics store so you can store the battery inside your Porter tender. Keep the plugs from the Indy tender to
run back into the loco’s sockets.

The 4-pin plug is the power line from the Indy tender’s axle pick-ups. You’ll want to re-use these if providing electric pick-up on the Porter tender
wheels (which I advise we should do). The red and black cables coming from the side of the 4-pin socket on the loco correspond to the red and black
pick-ups from the loco chassis. Solder these to the motor top as well. This now brings tender power to the motor. The other two wires (yellow and
white) used to come back from the boiler PC board to the rear LED light. You can ignore these two wires.

At the front of the loco is the big pilot deck and modern pilot. If you’re doing a 1920s+ Porter, you may considering just keeping all this. However, for
my tastes I like the original pilot and curved stylish pilot deck. To this end, we need to remove the existing pilot deck. This is done by removing three
screws at the front end: two for the pilot deck proper and one for the front coupler that needs to be loosened for the pilot to be removed. The whole deck
and pilot comes off in one unit:



 

Finally, there’s the matter of the gun metal grey firebox detail around the motor. This is the most peculiar detail on this model. To quote a phase, “What
were they thinking?” I’ve never seen so many firebox stays so close together as this on a largescale model. Cripes, there’s no space for water with this
many stays! Chuck this bit away unless you intend to do some HO scale modeling any time soon. Man! The thing comes off by removing one screw at
the forward end of the firebox:

 

OK, your chassis is now ready to be turned into a Porter. For now we’ll leave the cylinders, etc. in place and choose their replacement shortly.

Step 2 - Building the new firebox and lower cab

Refer to the PDFs titled Firebox & Cab Floor Parts 1 and Firebox & Cab Floor Parts 2.

Either lay your laser cut parts on top of the Firebox & Cab Floor parts 1 sheet to see what part is what, or cut the parts yourself in 2mm thick styrene.



Parts are lettered A through G.

Use the Firebox & Cab Floor Parts 2 PDF as a guide to glue the parts together. There is a plan view and a side view. Note that the floor of the cab is
lower than the bottom edge of the firebox. Do not set this assembly upright on a flat bench top, or your top edge of the assembly will not be flat. It
might be best to assemble on a flat bench top with the assembly upside down. Note that two Parts G are applied to the side face of the firebox to align
the new assembly with the top of the Indy chassis. Looking from the top at the firebox area, with the lower cab to the left-hand side, the assembly looks
like this:

Note that the two square rods used to hold the rear corners of the firebox have been replaced with
Part D in this class - much simpler.

 

Looking at the assembly as set up upside down on a flat surface, this is what the assembly looks like from the bottom side:

 

and the right way up:



 

Step 3 - Test fit the firebox to the chassis

Following the PDF titled Firebox/Cab Floor Fitment, drop the firebox assembly down onto the rear end of the chassis. The hole in the forward end of
the cab floor should snuggly run past and below the existing rear end of the cast metal chassis. You’ll note that the two inside plates of styrene (Parts G
from Step 2), fit just inside the upper firebox walls on the chassis. Keep this firebox a loose fit for now. In future this assembly will be screw fixed to
the metal chassis where Parts G overlap the metal chassis.

Step 4 - The ash pan area and enclosing the cab floor

We need to clean up the rear end of the chassis at this point. Carefully remove the air cylinders to the rear end of the chassis on both sides. This includes
the two cylinders and their levers. Also remove the brake shoes to the rear of the last drive wheel. I used long nose pliers to simply break them free,
leaving the plastic tabs still inserted and filling the holes in the chassis where they were inserted. Next to the rear of the last axle, polish the metal
chassis flat, removing the humps where the brake details were inserted. The chassis rear end will look like this:



 

Brakes

You have a choice now. There are still two brake shoes to the rear of the first and second drive wheels. This brake arrangement is a more modern
system, dating to around the turn of the century. The typical brake systems used on Porter locomotives in the 1870s was a simple hand brake on the
tender alone. The locomotive’s brake system was to use the Johnson Bar and steam pressure to retard the loco’s motion. In 1884, the Union Pacific,
owners of the CC RR, applied the Westinghouse Automatic Air Brake system to the locos. Typical of this era, brake shoes were only applied between
the second and third driver, with a vertical brake cylinder above. I’ll demonstrate this brake design later in the chapter. However if you can’t be
bothered mucking around with the brake shoes and would prefer to leave them as-is, then that’s OK. You may choose to re-install the brake cylinders to
the under cab floor area later on. For now, however, we need those brake cylinders removed in order to install the ash pan and rear chassis frame
extensions.

The ash pan

Following the PDF titled Ash Pan Details, apply the 1mm thick ash pan panels to the sides of the metal chassis. They will fit firmly to the underside of
the cab floor, but do not glue them to the cab floor. The rear end of the ash pan parts will also align with the rear end of the cab floor as indicated on
the PDF. Use CA to glue the ash pan flat to the side of the chassis. Part of the styrene plate will go in behind the rear drive wheels. Keep the cab
floor/firebox loose in place while attaching the ash pan parts so as to glue them on at the right height. The bottom edge of the ash pan should align with
the bottom edge of the chassis.

The cab floor patches

Following the PDF titled Ash Pan Details, you’ll note the two rectangular Parts A and B, these will box around the exposed metal chassis rear end that is
visible above the cab floor. Simply weld these two parts into the cab floor area as shown on the PDF. With the firebox/cab floor area lifted off the
model, the cab floor will look like this:

 

Step 5 - Rear frames

OK, I admit it: I got carried away and already made up the rear cab supports as seen in the photos above. I know, these parts that Rick laser cut are just
too cool! If you’re not going the laser cut route, these rear cab support elements are pretty tough cutting. You can simplify them by just cutting the
outlines in the 3 layers, or rip them off an old Bachmann 4-6-0 or something. Sadly, the Indy didn’t have these support for us to use.

Refer to the PDF titled Rear Frames. The rear cab support is made from three layers of 1mm thick parts, noted as Parts A-inner, B-Mid, and C-outer.
They are to be weld laminated together. “Outer” means this side faces toward the rear of the loco.

Here are the three excellent parts that Rick cut:



 

You can see this assembly welded to the rear of the cab floor area in all the above photos. Here’s a close up:

 

Forget the fact that the firebox area at the front is not seen. Your assembly will include the firebox already welded on from Step 2.



 

With the cab floor area etc. dropped back onto the loco, time to apply the frame outer layer. These two long rectangles simply weld to the sides of the
ash pan plates you made in the last step. These represent the rear chassis frame extensions and help to beef up the frame there. Again weld these only to
the chassis sides. Do not weld to the underside of the cab floor. This cab floor area should remain removable. The two chassis extensions now stick
out the back flapping in the wind. Weld the rear plate to this, Part D from the PDF. I’d use some SHSs or scrap styrene to apply to the inside corners to
strengthen this assembly.

Step 6 - Firebox cladding

Refer to the PDF titled Firebox Cladding.

These parts will not appear in the laser cut kit for those using the kit. You will need to cut out the two firebox sides parts in 0.5mm thick styrene, using
the PDF template to size the parts. Using a baking spike, or spike from your screw driver set, press in the “stay” pattern into the rear of the styrene to
create the rivet heads. There has always been much discussion about the best means to punch rivets, but I’ve found my tried-and-true method of metal
spike and block of cedar the way to go: no molds, vertical drill press punches or junk that takes six months to create a riveted area. However, do what
works best for you. Getting nicely formed rivet heads without a mold some find impossible. I think it all comes down to practice and the stability of the
wood block you use.

Unlike previous MasterClass firebox cladding, this loco’s boiler is so low slung, and so fat relative to the chassis width, that the upper edge of the
firebox begins to curve outward under the running boards. We can duplicate this outward curve by applying a simple 4.6mm styrene angle to the upper
edge of our firebox assembly. When we later weld the firebox cladding over the firebox assembly, the angle will cause the styrene to bend outward to
the desired effect. The styrene angles welded to the upper firebox side looks like this:



 

Take this opportunity to sand and round off the leading edges of the firebox like this:

I used a quarter round for this since my hand made firebox sides were too darn short!

 

Next weld the firebox cladding flat and firm onto the firebox sides. Go easy on the cement welder! This has a tendency to keep melting the 0.5mm
styrene for hours after application due to the small quantities of welder caught under each rivet. You can also use a non-solvent type glue for this such
as a 2-part epoxy or contact cement: neither melt the plastic. Do not glue the firebox cladding to the die-cast chassis! The firebox area with the
cladding attached looks like this:



 

Step 7 - Time to do the cylinders

If you’re intending in using the well tried-and-tested Bachmann cylinders “as is” then that’s fine. You’ll avoid quite a bit of work. They do look
perfectly fine as seen in Chris’ 0-6-0 George.  You will, however, need to adjust the saddle height so that the smokebox can sit at a much lower level.

Bachmann cylinders - Step 7

For users of the Bachmann cylinders, There is a PDF provided in the set to help adjust the saddle height of the existing Indy saddle. Look for the PDF
titled Bachmann Indy Cylinders & Saddle Modification. Use this PDF to lay out the pattern for the new saddle height. To do this you’ll need to
temporarily remove the Indy cylinder assembly. This is done by unscrewing the crosshead guides from the top of the chassis just in front of the motor,
undoing the main rods from the center drive wheel on both sides, and then lifting the assembly off. This assembly will keep the cylinders, main rods and
crosshead guides intact. Then use the PDF to scribe the new saddle height onto the Bachmann part. Use a grinding block on the Dremel at slow revs to
slowly whittle the top of the saddle down to the right level. Then re-install the cylinder assembly back onto the loco. You’re done for this step. See you
at Step 8!



Hartland cylinder improvements and replacement - Step 7

All who intend to replace the Bachmann cylinders and crossheads with something a tad closer to prototype should follow Step 7 from here. The leading
end of the Indy’s metal chassis is shown cut off in the following photos. No need for that yet, we’ll trim the frame in the next step when we do the pilot.

Refer to the PDF titled Cylinders, and the PDF titled Steam Chests.

These two PDFs cover the making of the new cylinders, steam chests and saddle as a new drop-in unit. The existing crosshead guides are retained and
simply run into the back of the Hartland cylinder head. Begin by making up the parts in the Cylinders PDF; this makes the strong/thick block to which
the Hartland cylinders are applied, and the front/back face which includes the saddle area. Weld the Hartland cylinders to the end of the three layer block
as shown on the PDF. Make sure the weld is good and strong. The Hartland plastic welds very well, but sadly they do not provide a way to bolt the
cylinders as I would have preferred. All their commercial models have the cylinders simply welded.

Here is the three layer styrene block with the cylinders about to be applied. Glue the Hartland cylinder caps to the cylinders at this time also. Note that
the cap to the front is different from the cap to the rear.

 

When you drop the new cylinder assembly onto the chassis, the cast metal bolt pole runs right through the center of our cylinder block. Drop the leading
ends of the crosshead guides into the holes on the back face of the cylinder caps. No glue is needed; they simply rest there loose. The model will look
like this:



This picture shows the front, back and side plates to the cylinder block. However, the revised
version now includes the smokebox saddle all in one unit. Your model will include the saddle at
this point as well.

 

Now it’s time to work on the crossheads. I like the Hartland Crossheads from their Lilly Belle model because they are a really neat “Laird” type so
similar to those used on early Baldwin and Porter locomotives. These crossheads come with an outer side and a back plate that are to be glued together.
The first thing you need to do is undo the main rod from the middle driver wheel on your chassis. Slide the crosshead/rod forward off the end of the
crosshead guide and away to freedom. Next drill out the back of the rivet that holds the Bachmann crosshead to the main rod. (If you can’t drill it out
because the rivet rotates with the drill, try cutting the rivet head off with a jeweler’s saw.) You only want to retain the main rod. When the main rods are
free of the old crossheads, drill out the lead end of the main rods to match the Hartland crosshead pivot. Drop the main rod into the Hartland crosshead
from the rear and apply the Hartland back plate with CA. It’s now ready to be installed back onto the loco. The crossheads and existing main rods looks
like this:

 



Now on to the steam chests. Following the PDF titled Steam Chests, make up and install all the parts as shown on that drawing.

The finished steam chests will look like this:



 

I would also install the valve rods and valve cranks to the model as shown in the Steam Chests PDF. The valve cranks simply get glued to the side of the
cast metal chassis behind the crosshead guide support.  You will also need to drill a new 1.5mm hole into the crosshead support guide to let the valve rod
run through. This hole is above and inboard from where the old Indy valve rod ran as seen on the PDF. In order for the rear end of the valve rod to meet
the valve crank, we use a 22mm length of 3.2mm tube. Drill and insert the valve rod into the side of the tube at one end. The other end of the tube is
welded to the valve crank. Also use short lengths of this 3.2mm tube at the front end of the valve rod for the steam chest gland and where the valve rod
is jointed per prototype.

Step 8 - The pilot

Now this is an interesting part. If you check through the various prototype photos of the CC RR Porters, you’ll notice there are different pilot deck
heights and different pilots used, probably as a result of rebuilds over the years, and finally, changes made by the Union Pacific. On the whole, the loco
decks are high with tall long pilots, especially on the 2-6-0 versions, where a small pilot truck had to work its equalizing magic below the deck. There is
only a small gap between the pilot deck and the smokebox.  However, take note of locos like the famous #4 (later #30), with a lower pilot deck and
smaller pilot. Yet by 1885, under U.P. ownership, even the deck of #30 had been raised.

Like the CP Huntington project, there is no easily obtainable commercial pilot for the deck height required for the high deck versions and 2-6-0.
However, for the #4 prior to U.P. rebuilds, the smaller Hartland pilot does the job nicely. This is the pilot used on my sample model of #4, as well as
Chris’s George. If you’re scratch building this with no help from laser surgery, then the Hartland pilot might be the way for you to go. Or you can do as
we did on the Mason project, and cut your own pilot from 2mm styrene using the PDF template provided (the one titled Pilot 0-6-0/2-6-0 Option). The
laser cut option comes with the parts to make the pilot yourself, nicely grooved and slotted.

At this point, having decided whether you’re building the 0-6-0 or the 2-6-0, you need to trim the metal deck on the Hartland chassis to the right length
and width. The Steam Chests PDF indicates the length of pilot framing to be removed.

If building the 0-6-0: you need to trim the deck back by 18mm from the front edge (not counting the screw lugs at the front) as illustrated below.

If building the 2-6-0: you only need to remove the lugs at the front end.

Either way, you need to trim the sides of the deck back to the width as the chassis frame. The 0-6-0 version with length and width trimmed looks like
this:



 

Refer to the PDFs titled 0-6-0 Pilot Deck and 2-6-0 Pilot Deck. They both show the same construction for the different loco types: basically a deck
made from three layers of styrene with the two lower layers slotted in the rear to mate up with the forms on the existing cast metal deck. The 0-6-0s
have square edged pilot beams, while the 2-6-0s have rounded edge pilot beams.

The 0-6-0 version allows the deck to be made from just two layers of styrene, if desired, for the lower level pilot deck with the Hartland pilot. If using
the Hartland pilot, delete the bottom 2mm thick layer.

Weld the deck parts together and trim the 9mm x 9mm square timber rod to suite the profile on the PDFs.

If using the Hartland pilot, you’ll need to trim off the back of the beam cast with the pilot: simply cut it off with a jeweler’s saw.

With the Hartland pilot attached to the timber beam and deck, the assembly will look like this:



Note the Hartland link pole, coupler pocket and brass pin. This will all come with the Lilly Belle
pilot when requested.

 

The above view will differ for the high deck 0-6-0s and the 2-6-0s with the extra layers of styrene
in the deck, and custom made pilot.

 

Making your own pilot

We’ve all done this before, both in the Mason project and with the CP Huntington.

Following the PDF titled Pilot 0-6-0/2-6-0, collect the laser cut parts, or cut out your own (don’t worry about cutting the holes and tabs if scratch
building this). Weld the pilot together and let dry. It must be firm before proceeding. Cut and assemble using 2mm styrene sheet. For quick run down of
the assembly method, refer to MC2002 Chapter 2. Here's a link to it: http://www.mylargescale.com/articles/masterclass/mc2/mc2-02/const02.asp



We build the Porter pilot in the same way we built the Mason pilot, except using 2mm styrene, instead of the 2.5mm styrene used on the Mason. The big
task in building this is to sand and angle the leading edges of the pilot staves (pilot spokes).

Next apply the deck and pilot assembly to the chassis. I used 2-part epoxy to attach the styrene deck to the original metal substrate. CA will probably
work OK too. If you’re rough with your models or foresee a load of head-on collisions, you might like to drill the metal deck and bolt the styrene deck
down using brass 0-80 bolts and nuts.

With the deck in place, the assembly looks like this:

On your version, the black trim details of the metal deck will be concealed below the upper layer
of the deck.

 

With the deck in place, you can now add the deck and saddle details. The saddle requires the bolted seam to the front and back side. This was where the
large cylinder castings were joined together on the prototype. We make these by cutting two strips of 1mm thick styrene, 3mm wide. Weld one strip to
each side of the saddle from the deck up to the base of the saddle curve where the smokebox will rest. To the sides of these strips, on both sides, weld
two slithers of styrene cut from your 1mm styrene “rivet rod.” In addition, apply the detail to the pilot deck as shown in the Pilot Details PDF,
including the 2mm wide strips for where the smokebox braces run. Drill the 1.5mm holes for where the braces will be inserted later on. Also apply the
“rivet rod” detail on the deck, aligned with the edges of the chassis frame. Ignoring the “step” in my pilot deck, the finished top deck will look like this:



 

Please ignore my bad Photoshop effort. I’m attempting make this clearer for you without repeating the stepped deck I ended up with on my model.
Yours will be better, I guarantee!

Rock guards

Refer to the PDF titled Pilot Details.

Rock guards were a very “Colorado” thing, and more specifically something you probably thought only existing on the Denver South Park & Pacific
locomotives. Well, the rock guards were used on these early Porters of the CC RR as well. This is an optional aspect, and I don’t think it that important
if you choose to leave them off. I made the rock guards using 2mm thick brass tube, with the ends squashed flat to form the fixing cleats. Just bend them
to shape and drill/pin the guards in place.  Use the profile at the bottom of the PDF to bend the brass tube to shape.  Shape it against that drawn profile
on the flat.  Then use the plan view and front view on the PDF to bend this profile in the vertical direction, and apply to the pilot.  I use pliers to hold
the ends of the tube and bend the guards to shape around my index finger. MLS member Peter Bunce bent rock guards for his Mason Bogie around a #2
X-Acto knife. Use the PDF to determine the best rod to bend the pipe around to get a curve close to what is shown in the drawing.  Note that the rock



guards for this loco are smaller than those on the Mason.

The rock guards formed and drilled

 

The rock guards installed

 

Step 9 - The chassis springs

Back when the Indy was originally released as a 2-4-2 in 1:22.5 scale based on a tiny Hawaiian cane locomotive, the 2-4-2 chassis came with some
nicely detail springs above the driver axles. For some reason, when this chassis was adapted to the 2-6-0 version in our Indy, those springs vanished.
Pity, because we need to do some extra work to put them back in.

Following the PDF titled Spring Detail, assemble the spring sets as shown, including the main spring unit cut from 2mm styrene, with scribed lines in it.



Face the scribed lines to the outside. Then weld to the front and back side of the springs the central rectangular parts and the equalizer rods towards the
ends of the springs.

The assembled springs look like this ... although mine being hand made are kinda rough:

Your springs are much more simplified than mine, which were made by laminating layers of 1mm
styrene to form the springs.

 

Next, using the 2-part epoxy or CA, glue the springs to the top of the chassis directly above the two forward axles. The springs above the middle drive
wheels may need trimming toward the rear end as they will fit tight against the front edge of the firebox. See the PDF for the layout. Align the spring
assemblies as close to the edge of the chassis as possible.

Brakes

This is entirely optional, and only for CC RR locos from 1884 onward. When the U.P. installed the Westinghouse automatic air brake system, they
installed air brake cylinders and brake shoes to the loco drive wheels for the first time. These were an assembly installed between the second and third
driver only. The first axle had no braking at all. The system used an air cylinder mounted vertically on the frame. This lifted and lowered a couple of
brake rods, which connected in a trapezoid arrangement of small rods, causing the brake shoes to move laterally against the wheels. Since the two brake
shoes pressed against each other while pressing against the wheels, equal pressure would be applied to both wheels at the same time. But if one shoe
failed, the other would fail to attain pressure against the wheel. For anyone building pre-1884 versions: no brake shoes are needed.

All the parts we need for making the brake shoes came off the Indy chassis in the first place. Take the brake cylinders and four of the brake shoes. Trim
the lever rod off the brake cylinder so that you have just the cylinder and the knuckle at the end of the piston rod. Using two strips of 0.5mm styrene,
you can weld two brake shoes back to back. With the two brake shoes welded back to back and the separate brake cylinder your parts look like this:



 

Next apply the brake shoes to the chassis frame directly between the second and third axle. I used 2-part epoxy to glue them in place. Make sure you
glue to the cast metal frame only, and not to the removable plastic chassis bottom cover plate. If necessary, weld the brake shoes to a styrene plate of
their own and then glue the plate to the chassis; this way making sure the plate is glued to the metal chassis only. Make sure the brakes are not firm
against the wheels, but only a nice loose fit. Once the brake shoes are in place, apply the brake cylinder to the top, welding it to the firebox side. Let the
piston rod knuckle at the bottom of the cylinder just rest against your brake shoes at the top end. The typical brake shoes and cylinder assembly looks
like this:

Note also the springs in place above the wheels.

 

You now have a finished working chassis ready for the boiler and cab work. I painted my chassis at this point and did some tests for binds etc with the
new crossheads in place. Now might be a good time to bolt and glue the firebox/cab floor unit to the chassis, per the details in the PDFs titled
Firebox/Cab Floor Fitment and Locomotive Assembly.



Since my firebox was a little short toward the front I covered the front side of the motor with a
sheet of black painted 0.5mm styrene. You can do this if you want, but once the boiler is installed,
which sits very very low, you need not worry about the front of the firebox except maybe to paint
the bottom end of the motor black.

 

Step 10 - Cross head water pump—pre-1884 versions only

As delivered, the engineer’s side of these Porter locomotives was fitted with a crosshead water pump. This is the brass contraption mounted to the rear
of the crosshead guide, with a rod running off the side of the crosshead. The crosshead pump literally used the locomotives pistons to drive the pump
and push the water into the boiler against the backpressure of 120PSI in the boiler. Quite some feat! These pumps worked all the time, even when no
water was actually being moved into the boiler. Water kept the pumps lubricated at all times via the feed water pipe from the tender, which ran from the
tender below the cab floor to behind the drive wheels. The engineer would pull a lever that would open the valve to let the water be pumped into the
boiler. In the early 1870s, change was occurring in water-feed technology. Designers were moving away from the older crosshead water pumps to the
new injector technology. Pumps worked great when a loco was in motion, but keeping a stationary loco filled with water was a real pain. Sometimes low



in water the crew would creep up to the water tower, grease the rails under the wheels and fill the tender with the brakes locked down, all the while
keeping the drive wheels turning over in order to keep the water flowing into the boiler. Injectors were much easier to use, but became less efficient at
lifting water when too hot. Porter chose to build his locomotives with both injectors and crosshead pumps: the best of both worlds! Even #7, the last
Porter 2-6-0 delivered to the CC RR in 1877, was fitted with such a pump. It would appear that with the formal involvement of the U.P., the pumps were
finally superseded and injectors fitted to the engineer’s side, matching the fireman’s side injector.

Depending on your era of choice you can choose to build the crosshead pump or leave it off and just apply two injectors later on when we do the
pipework. Anything from 1884 onward would not have the pump.

Following the PDF titled Crosshead Pump Engineer’s Side Only, we make the pump using a 6mm diameter styrene tube for the body, a 6-7mm plastic
bead for the condenser, and a length of 3mm brass or copper tube for the piston.

We’re real lucky in the way the Indy crosshead guides are attached to the crosshead support bracket. They use a small bolt. Remove the bolt holding the
crosshead guide. Next get your 3mm drill bit and on the slowest revs drill out the tapping in the hole where the bolt ran. This hole is where we’ll insert
the pump’s 3mm brass tube.

The finished pump attached to the crosshead guide will look like this. Note that the brass tube with fake nuts attached around the tube will easily hold
the crosshead guide to the support in lieu of the bolt. Also the top of the bead still has a hole in it. This is fine because this is where the copper feed
water pipe attaches when we do the feed pipes later on.

 

The pump rod that slides in and out of the pump assembly is connected to the crosshead. We make this using a length of 1mm brass rod, with the last
3mm bent into a right angle. Drill and insert the right angle rod into the forward end of the crosshead on the engineer’s side only. Slide onto the rod
from the rear a couple of slithers of 2mm styrene tube. These simulate cleats that held the pump rod to the crosshead. On our model, however, the end
of the brass rod turned into the crosshead does all the work.

Slide the rear end of the brass rod into the 3mm pipe from the pump assembly. Every time the crosshead goes back and forth, this 1mm rod will run
back and forth inside the brass tube: cool! Trim the end of the 1mm brass rod so that the end does not appear out the back end of the 3mm tube, but not
so short that it falls out of the front end of the pipe either.

The finished pump will look like this:



 

Step 11 - The boiler pipes

The CC RR Porter boiler is made from 3 sizes of pipe:

Smokebox pipe (42mm pipe)

Boiler pipe (44-45mm pipe) The 44-45mm pipe can in fact be the same 42mm pipe with a 1mm wrapper around it. If you do this, use the PDFs
to set up the 42mm boiler pipe to be one long pipe including the smokebox and boiler length. The 1mm styrene wrapper is only used for the boiler
clad area, leaving the smokebox part exposed. Also, if you look at Chris’ model of George, you’ll see he used the 42mm pipe outright with no
wrappers or lagging. You can see that the visual difference is minimal. Hence if you can’t find the 44/45mm pipe, and have no luck wrapping a
42mm pipe, I see no reason not to do as Chris did and simply run the one pipe size down the boiler outright. This is exactly what we did in
MC2001. Just exaggerate the first boiler band to give it some heft; this will provide the illusion of a step between smokebox and boiler. The
existing Indy smokebox front is a perfect fit on the 42mm boiler - another option for a short cut. Again look at Chris’ George for an idea of how
the Indy smokebox front can be used.



Upper wagon top boiler pipe (50-51mm pipe)

Cutting pipes

You will be cutting the three pipes following the PDF sheet titled Boiler Pipes. To cut a boiler end perpendicular to the pipe (i.e., cut the bloody pipe
square), there are several methods:

Wrap a piece of wide masking tape around the pipe evenly. When the tape wraps right the way round back to the point of origin and aligns with
the start of the tape, then the tape is perpendicular to the pipe. Use the edge of the masking tape as your cutting line. Use a Jeweler’s saw to cut
the pipe. Cut slowly and watch to stay on that line. When cut, roll the pipe along a table top and look to see if the edge of the pipe visually
wobbles as you roll it. If it wobbles, the pipe is not cut square. 
Use a square piece of paper (make sure edges of the paper are cut at right angles). Wrap the paper tightly around the pipe until the edges meet at
the start and finish of the sheet. Align the edges of the paper, creating a perfect paper cylinder around the pipe. The edge of the paper is perfectly
perpendicular to the pipe. Mark the pipe with a pencil along the edge of the paper and cut along the line. Do the visual “rolling wobble” check.

Boiler pipe

We start with the boiler pipe itself, because the other two pipe sizes relate to this pipe. Go out into the world and search for a 12" length of 44-45mm  (1
¾") PVC or styrene pipe. The maximum size of pipe should be no more than 45mm. The 45mm is the outside diameter of the pipe, not the inside. Using
the PDF, follow the template to cut the boiler pipe to the correct length.

If you cannot find a 45mm pipe, then look for something a little smaller, such as the 42mm pipe. If using a smaller pipe, we will use the one pipe to run
right through from smokebox front to rear of boiler. Therefore you need to cut the pipe at the extended length shown in the PDF. This “narrower boiler”
method will require you to apply a 1mm styrene wrapper to the wider boiler area, packing out the boiler area to the required 44mm minimum.

The datum lines

This is the tricky bit. Illusions work in model making all the time: sometimes for good, but often for bad. Nothing will destroy the lines of your loco
more than running boards that are not level against the boiler. Running boards that run uphill toward the front make the boiler look awkward like it runs
uphill also. A crooked boiler looks just woeful! So we gotta talk about datum lines. Yeah, I know I’ve been harping about this since MC2001! But we
need to apply some lines to the boiler pipe sides so that your stack, domes and running boards are all plumb.

The aim:

Make sure the running boards are level down the boiler side.

Make sure the running boards are level as seen from the front; both sides must be the same height.

Make sure the domes and stack all point in the same direction, and that this direction is vertical ... up! Not sideways as seen from the front!

The easiest way to draw a straight line along the side of a pipe is to use a small length of equal angle such as a 10x10mm angle. Apply the open side of
the angle to the pipe side and right away that angle will only sit on the pipe exactly parallel with the pipe. Vance Bass taught me this one. It’s served me
well on numerous locos now. Draw a pencil line along your boiler pipe. Call this the “lower datum,” or the line that runs along the very bottom of the
boiler.

Next draw the upper datum. The upper datum is the line that runs along the very top of the boiler and is the line you use to attach the domes, etc. in the
right line. Do not draw the upper datum by eye or you will get it wrong every time. Place the end of the boiler pipe down onto the PDF titled Boiler
Pipes. Align your lower datum with the “lower datum” point on the PDF. Now pencil mark the end of the pipe exactly where the “upper datum” line is
shown on the PDF and also note the running board lines shown near the lower datum point. Make sure the datum marks and running board lines are
good and clear on your pipe. Next use your 10x10mm angle to rule lines along the pipe length taking off from those three datum points. You should now
have an upper, lower and two running board lines drawn on your boiler. Next, place the pipe end down onto the PDF again, but this time drop the other
end onto the page. Again align the lower datum with the point on the PDF. Check that the three other datum points align with the ends of your ruled
lines. If they are out, start again! The reason they may be out is that your 10x10mm angle might have a sprue on it, or is bent, or you did not keep your
pencil vertical as you drew. Perfection may not be possible, but you want that datum to check all the way to within 1mm of the marks on the page.

Now that the datum lines are sorted, it is time to cut out that section from the rear of the boiler. This is where the firebox butts into the boiler. Use a
Dremel tool or jeweler’s saw to cut along the two running board datums to the point 68mm in from the end of the boiler. Then cut between the two
datum cuts, perpendicular to the boiler pipe. Cut out that rear section completely, sand and clean up the cut. Your running board assembly will run hard
against these cut edges. The top of the running boards will be in line with the running board datum for the length of the pipe.

Here’s the boiler pipe and wagon top pipe elements cut out:



 

Next, we need to apply the running board support beam toward the front end of the boiler.

This beam should be 3.2mm Plastruct SHS and should run right across the width of the boiler in one piece. Use a drill bit that is the same diameter as
the diagonal width of the SHS (4.5mm or 0.178"). Drill a hole in the boiler side to both sides as shown in the PDF titled Boiler Pipes. The top of the
hole should be exactly 2mm lower than the running board datum lines, that is, level with the bottom of the running board unit. Insert the 3.2mm SHS
beam and drop your running board unit in place. Check to see that the running boards are level with your running board datum line. If the boards droop
to the front, add a 0.5mm shim of styrene on top of the 3.2mm SHS to raise up the front end of the running boards to level. If the running boards run up
hill, slide the 3.2mm beam out and file out the bottom of the holes a little to lower the beam. Don’t worry if there is now an elongated hole where the
beam runs through. So long as the hole does not extend above the running board datum line, it will be hidden behind the thickness of the running boards
themselves.

Check that the beam is level across the boiler as seen from the front. Level means level with the cut out section at the rear of the boiler. Use a couple of
blobs of epoxy on the inside the boiler to bond the beam into place.

 



The boiler pipe trimmed to length, with the rear area trimmed out as shown - follow the PDF.
Running board support beam also shown inserted into the boiler.

 

The smokebox pipe

The smokebox pipe will be a pipe smaller than the boiler pipe. This will be a pipe that slides snug inside the 45mm boiler pipe. Slide the pipe into the
boiler front end until it stops against the running board beam inside. My smokebox pipe is 42mm in diameter. Cut a length of this pipe approximately
45mm long. Check against the PDF. If the pipe you find is just too tight to slide into the boiler pipe, then use a Dremel tool and grind out the sides of
the pipe slightly in the area where the pipe should slide into the boiler.

Smokebox pipe shown inserted into boiler pipe, stopping against running board beam

 

The wagon top pipe

For the wagon top we cut up a section of 50mm PVC pipe (2" diameter - the same as the Mason Bogie boiler). It should be not more than 51mm and not
less than 49mm. Cut a length of the pipe following the PDF titled Boiler Pipes. Trim off one side to create an arc pipe. Use your 10x10mm angle to
ensure you cut lines exactly parallel with the pipe.

Step 12 - Making the wagon top

Now comes the interesting part: we need to build a strong wagon top section to the boiler.

Take your wagon top pipe section and drop it over the top of the rear end of your boiler like this:



Ignore my boiler bands at this point: we’ll get to those. The base edge of the wagon top should
match the cut-out edge of the inner boiler.

 

Measure the height of the space between the top of the boiler pipe and the inside top of the wagon top. It should be a space on the order of 5mm tall.
Refer to the PDF titled Wagon Top Works. Use some slithers of 2mm styrene, 40mm long, with some layers of styrene sheet as packers either side and
create a packer between the two pipes. This will prevent the wagon top pipe dropping down onto the inner pipe. Use some CA cement to glue the spacer
to the top of the boiler, exactly on top of the upper datum line. Then glue the wagon top down onto the top of the spacer. Check to see that the wagon
top section is square with the boiler, pointing in the same direction, and that the tops of the two pipes are parallel. Now insert a bolt down through the
top of the wagon top, through the styrene spacer, down into the lower boiler. Make sure you drill and insert this bolt approx 5mm forward of the dead
center of the wagon top. The dead center position should remain free for the fixing of the steam dome center later on. 

Step 13 - The boiler bands

Using the PDF titled Wagon Top Works, cut some strips of 0.5mm styrene, 2.5mm wide, not more than 3mm wide. Draw some lines on the boiler side
following the boiler band positions as shown on the PDF. It’s best to draw a line to one side of each boiler band, rather than a line down the center, this
way you can see what you’re doing while trying to apply the boiler bands exactly perpendicular to the pipe. Use the paper cylinder, or wide masking
tape method, to draw these pencil lines plum with the boiler pipe. You don’t want the boiler bands leaning forward or back as seen from the side. Now
apply a greasing of CA to the back of your 0.5mm styrene boiler band strips. Start gluing the strips on from the lower datum boiler line (so the boiler
band joint is out of sight). Slowly wrap the band around the pipe following your pencil lines. Be careful, nothing bonds better than this thin styrene to
PVC pipe, so you don’t get two goes at this! Get it straight on the first go. The only boiler band we don’t apply at this point is the one at the top end of
the wagon top. We apply that after the wagon top flare is done. The boiler bands should look like this:



 

Note - It is perfectly reasonable to not use styrene strip for the boiler bands. You can spray paint the completed boiler later on, then wrap real brass strips
around the boiler instead. Brass bands do not need to be glued to the boiler at all. Instead, drill a hole in the lower datum along the boiler base at each
position where the boiler bands go. After the boiler is painted (later on), wrap the brass bands around the boiler and insert the ends into the holes in the
baseline of the boiler. Bend the ends back against the inside of the boiler pipe so that the boiler band is tight to the boiler side, secured from inside the
boiler via the bent ends inserted in the base. The two bands that run around the wagon top can simply be folded around the cut bottom edge of the
wagon top.

Step 14 - The wagon top flare

Following the PDF titled Wagon Top Works, cut out the fan shaped object using 0.5mm styrene sheet.

Use a bit of spare pipe and roll the flare like dough with a rolling pin. You don’t need to roll it into a tight curve, just begin to coax it into thinking it’s
curved. Use a roller to do this, don’t bend it by hand or you will get kinks in it.

Now, take note of the center line of the flare. Just drop the flare section onto your pipe, such that the leading edge of the flare butts hard into the edge of
the rearmost boiler band on the narrow boiler, Align the flare centerline with the upper datum on your boiler pipe. Bend the flare around the boiler on
either side of the datum. The flare should form nicely around the pipe, with the leading edge always clean against the boiler band and the rear edge just
covering the exposed edge of the wagon top. If the fit is good, you’re ready to glue the flare in place. If the fit is not good—the flare doesn’t meet the
upper wagon top, or does, but only in places, or the sides do not align with the running board datum lines—then make a note of the errors, draw the
differences onto your flare PDF, trim out a new flare, and try the fit again. It’s OK if the flare goes beyond the wagon top edge, or extends beyond the
running board datums on either side, because you can trim them back after the flare is glued in position. The reason your flare may be different might be
due to slightly different pipe sizes, different location of the boiler band, or different wagon top height. None of these is a problem; just be prepared for
the flare to not fit perfectly without the need to adjust the template slightly.

OK, now to glue the flare. Run a line of CA along the inside leading edge of the flare (this is the smaller arc in the flare). Butt the flare into the boiler
band edge again. Press the flare around the boiler, gluing the leading edge to the smaller pipe only. Quickly get some masking tape and run it over the
flare at the leading edge so you can relieve your fingers. Still holding the flare in place, run a second piece of masking tape around the rear end of the
flare holding the upper edge of the flare to the wagon top pipe. The whole flare is now held in position, glued at the front edge, but held by tape at both
front and rear edges. Next check the edges of the flare where they will meet the running boards. There should be a nice, willow triangular space
between the flare and the narrow boiler. If the flare is bowing outward, apply some masking tape along the edge to pull it back to a flat face long the
flare. Cover the exposed triangular spaces under the flare at the running board line with tape.

Mix up a batch of 5 min epoxy, or Aryldite. Pour in a bunch from the rear end of the boiler. Pour it in through the 5mm space between boiler pipe and
wagon top pipe and seen from the rear.



 

The epoxy will build up inside the leading edge of the flare. You can fill the entire area of the flare with epoxy if you wish, but I don’t. I fill it about
half way then turn the boiler upside down, flat on the bench. All the epoxy oozes to the inside face of the flare, reinforcing the entire inside of the flare
area. Allow some to ooze back to the junction between the rear of the flare and the start of the wagon top pipe. You need glue here to fix the rear end of
the flare in place. When the stuff’s gone hard, carefully remove the tape. Watch for any delaminations, especially at the edges where the running board
line is. If the epoxy is hard, you can use CA to hold the flare back to the epoxy in a case of delamination. If you find there is not enough epoxy in there
and the running board opening is dry, make up some more epoxy and pour it into the triangular spaces at those locations. All in all, you will now have a
fully cast wagon top flare to the boiler, reinforced by epoxy, with a 0.5mm styrene sheet outer facing. Now get sanding, sand along the upper edges
especially, so that the upper edge of the flare is level with the wagon top.

Now apply that final boiler band around the top of the wagon top, right next to the top of the flare.

The whole thing should look like this:



Note holes drilled into boiler for hand rails and feed water lines in advance of those parts being
added. You can drill these holes at any time prior to the boiler painting. However I would
strongly urge you to review the pipework section before drilling holes, as there are options to the
location of feed water check valves.

 

Step 15 - The smokebox

Take the smokebox pipe you cut in step 11 and prepare to detail it.

From the Boiler Pipes PDF, cut out the smokebox wrapper using 0.5mm styrene. Note the positions of the rivet heads along the edges. Note that the
rivets along the front edge are at twice the spacing of the rivets along the rear edge. Using a ruler, punch in rivets at 2mm spacing along the rear edge of
the wrapper, and at 5mm spacing along the front edge as shown on the PDF. Using epoxy or CA, smeared thinly all over the rear face of the wrapper.
Decide where the bottom edge of the smokebox will be and begin rolling the wrapper on from that point. The leading edge of the wrapper should be
flush with the outer edge of the smokebox pipe.

The exact opposite side of the smokebox where the wrapper joint line is, will be where the top of the smokebox is At this point exactly mid-point of the
wrapper, you’ll want to drill the hole for the smokestack to be inserted. As there are many and varied smokestack options, the hole size to be drilled will
vary. Just drill the hole sufficient to allow your stack to be inserted. For the smokestack base I highly recommend the new stack base from Hartland.
These castings include the 4 hold down bolt details and all. With the wrapper installed on the smokebox, hole drilled for the stack, and Hartland stack
base applied, the smokebox will look like this:

With my toy Congdon stack added (from the battery toy), my smokebox looks like this:



 

Now, to the smokebox front. There are a bunch of patterns to follow here, all taken from the PDF titled Wagon Top Works.

Basically the smokebox front is made up of layers of 1mm and 2mm styrene disks. Be sure to round off the edges of the 2mm thick mid layer as shown
in the section view of the smokebox front on the PDF.

Weld the three circles together in ascending order. Cut the 0.5mm door hinge strips and 3mm tubes for hinges. Measure the center of the smokebox
door—be precise—and then drill the center to enable a 3mm tube to be inserted into the exact center of the door. This will be the stem onto which the
front number plate is attached. The front number disk is made from a disk of 1mm styrene with a rim welded to the outer edge. Once the door is
complete, attach 12 rivets of sliced 1mm rod around the perimeter of the smokebox front as shown on the PDF. The completed smokebox front will look
like this:



 

The back of the smokebox front has a vertical styrene SHS welded on, as shown on the PDF. This SHS is cut to exactly the length of the internal
diameter of the smokebox pipe. This will enable you to insert the smokebox front without glue, allowing you access to the inside of the boiler in future.
Also note the hole to be drilled in the upper top of the smokebox front to allow the headlight wire to run into the smokebox. It is also possible to screw
the smokebox front into place by simply drilling and inserting a screw down from the top of the smokebox into the SHS attached to the back of the
smokebox front. However I don’t bother.

Additional details

Where the base of the smokebox is to rest atop the chassis saddle above the steam chests, we need to apply the rest of the saddle detail to the base of the
smokebox. This is a 2mm thick plate glued to the base of the smokebox with four large bolt heads applied. Following the PDF titled Steam Chests,
Optional Construction, cut out the square of styrene marked “saddle profile.” Heat and bend the plate to a radius slightly less than the smokebox
diameter, such that the plate will rest firm against the smokebox bottom without the visual effect of “peeling.” To the four corners of the plate, weld
four hex bolt heads, either cut from 2mm styrene sheet, 3mm in diameter, or actual micro nuts, glued into place. Fill the hole in the nut centers if going
that route. There were never exposed threads at the base of the smokebox, just the clean heads of the bolts. The finished saddle plate will look like this:



 

Refer to the PDF titled Boiler Details #4 or the PDF titled Boiler Details - 2-6-0, whichever is applicable. There are two small disks of styrene to go on
the upper front of the smokebox. These are the mounting plates for the smokebox braces. The other ends of the two braces will be on the pilot deck.
Trim out the two plates, 6mm diameter, from 0.5mm styrene and weld them to the smokebox sides as shown on the PDF. Drill a 1.5mm hole at the 7
o’clock position in the plate on the fireman’s side and at the 5 o’clock position in the plate on the engineer’s side. Both holes should be just above the
exact center side line of the smokebox pipe. The smokebox braces run up to a position above the smokebox center sides. Apply three rivets to the plates
equidistant around the hole where the braces are to be installed. The completed smokebox will look like this:

 

The headlight

I keep coming back to the same basic method of installing the headlight. That is installing a fake headlight bracket of 1.5mm brass rod, firmly attached
to the smokebox top, to which the headlight platform can be attached. We did this in MC2001 and in the CPH class. It’s a good why to install such
delicate looking 1870s brackets to the smokebox without placing any strain on the brackets at all. The headlight bracket patterns are shown on the PDF
titled Typical Porter Sand Dome & Headlight Bracket along with other details. You do not need to follow these. If using the laser cut parts, these bracket
parts will be provided as part of your kit. You can use other brackets, either home made following the PDF to an extent, or using Trackside Details’
castings, or using brackets from AristoCraft, etc. The PDF also shows the preferred bending of the fake brass rod bracket. The typical installation is like
this as shown in MC2001:

 

With the styrene headlight platform added, plus plastic fancy outer bracket details and the typical Hartland box headlight, reflector and lens, the finished



smokebox will look like this:

 

Stacks

There are three types of smokestack appropriate to the CC RR Porters:

“Nesmith” stack

The initial stack used was the Nesmith stack, a design identical to that used on the DSP&P up to 1880. For the Porters, any loco from 1873-1880 would
wear this stack. Following the PDF titled Nesmith stack - 1873-1880, you can make the Nesmith stack using Hartland’s Inyo stack as a base. By
applying some detail as shown in the PDF you can make a pretty reasonable Nesmith stack. Here are the Inyo stack parts together with the Hartland
stack base we’ll be using for all the stacks:



 

“Congdon” stack

The second stack used was the Congdon, again coming from the DSP&P RR. The Congdon is a little harder to make for your Porter. As already noted,
you can use an LGB mogul Congdon if you can find one. The Echo Toys battery train has a Congdon that can be adapted as shown earlier in the
chapter. Otherwise refer to the PDF titled Congdon stack - 1880-1885. Here you’ll find the templates to roll your own cones from scratch to make the
suitable stack. For more information on how the innards are made, I will refer you to the Mason class, where we made larger versions of this stack. The
concept is identical; just size your parts to the this PDF. Info on the making of the Congdon is at
http://www.mylargescale.com/articles/masterclass/mc2/mc2-03/mc2-03-33.asp

“Capped” stack

Finally, in later U.P. days (generally after 1885), we see the CC RR Porters running with short capped stacks. This stack is an easy one. Hartland makes
a stack off-the-shelf that will suit. Simply request the “capped stack” when ordering parts from Hartland Trains.

Step 16 - Running board fitment to boiler

Time to work on the running boards. Refer to the PDF titled Running Boards. There you will find a pattern for cutting the running boards, as well as
information about applying some Plastruct SHS members to the upper and lower faces of the running board unit. You’ll note that there is a cutout to the
side of the running boards. This is optional. The cutout should be on the engineer’s side of the loco, and allows the air compressor of the Westinghouse
air brake system to run through. However this brake system was not applied to the Porters until late 1883. Prior to that these locomotives had no air
compressor, so there would be no cutout in the running boards, just smooth boards similar to the fireman’s side. Make your era and style choice, and
choose to cut out the compressor slot or not.

Let’s do the top of the running boards first. We need to apply a short length of Plastuct 4.6 x 4.6mm SHS to the central area of the running board unit.
Cut the length of the SHS to match exactly the open space width at the rear of the smaller boiler (within the wagon top). When welded in place, the
SHS will help to keep the rear of the running boards centered to the boiler. If you wish, you can add some long small bolts right down at running board
level that screw through the boiler side into the open hollow of the SHS. However, I prefer to just glue the upper running board to the inner boiler and
avoid exposed screws in my Russia Iron boiler! At this point however, do not glue the running boards to the boiler. They will not be attached until all
the parts are painted near project end.

To the lower side of the running boards we fit 3 - 4.6mm SHSs to the exact same place as the upper SHS. The length of these lower SHSs should exactly
match the internal width of the firebox width on your chassis. This is the width of the top of the firebox area, just behind the rear drive wheel. The
bottom-most SHS will ultimately be used to screw the boiler down to the chassis at the end of the job.

Now run a bolt right through from the bottom SHS, through the running boards and up through the upper SHS. Tighten with a nut on top. On my model
I missed and had to do it again! The photo below shows the intent, but the nut should be on top of the upper SHS.



 

The running boards as seen from below will look like this:

I used a 2mm thick plate to the front side of the three lower SHSs to keep them bonded together.

 

Step 17 - The cab

There were two similar but different cab types used on the CC RR Porters:

arched window cab with arched windows to the front wall and oval name plate below the side windows.

arched window cab with square windows to the front wall and square name plate below the side windows.

Only CC RR #4 had the first type. All the rest appear to have had the second. But you can choose!



There is a set of PDFs for each type, with five pages to each set:

. 1 Cab - Front Wall

. 2 Cab - Side Walls

. 3 Cab - Rear Wall (common to both sets)

. 4 Cab Detail

. 5 Cab Assembly (common to both sets)

Be sure to separate the set for “Loco #4” from the set for “All Locos Except #4” before beginning work.

Follow the PDFs and cut out the various parts in 1mm and 2mm styrene. If doing this by hand, it is a time consuming business, but worth it. Also note
the window trims to the top of the front and side windows. If laser cut, these trims will be provided to shape. If hand building the cab, cut a 1mm x 1mm
rod of styrene and simply bend the rod to shape.

Using the PDFs, weld the wall plates together with the inner layer as the inner most wall and the outer layer as the final external layer. The front wall
has three layers to weld flat together, while the side and rear walls only have two layers each. Always align the top and bottom edges of the cab walls
for alignment, but never use the vertical edges of the cab wall to align, as these edges should not align. The inner wall layers are actually shorter in
length than the outer layers, allowing the corners of the cab walls to be stepped as shown in the Cab Plan PDF.

We have only one way of fixing the cab down to the running boards this time. I considered using four pieces of 4.6mm SHS in the cab corners, but
decided the cab was so much smaller that I didn't get enough fixing below the window level. So this time we’ll simply add two pieces of 4.6mm SHS
along the bottom edge of the side walls.

The cab parts cut out will look like this:

Side cab wall laser-cut parts

Cab front wall laser-cut parts



Cab rear wall laser-cut parts

 

With the wall layers welded together:

Front and rear walls assembled. Note window trims applied to the tops of the front wall windows.

Side walls welded together. Note the window trims welded in place.

 

The four cab walls welded together with the stepped joints welded to all four sides. Cab roof welded on top, the finished cab will look like this:



 

There is information about sliding side windows on the PDF cab sets. Use 3mm channels at top and bottom of the sliding window to enable the rear side
window to slide forward.

With the boiler, running boards and cab in place, the loco starts to look like this:



 

Step 18 - The domes

Refer to the PDFs titled:

Sand Dome CC RR #4 - Rogers Style

Steam Dome All CC RR Locos

Typical Porter Sand Dome & Headlight Bracket

Sand Dome - 3 Dome locos CC RR #2, 3, 6 & 7

These PDFs outline the construction of all the dome types needed on the various locos. You will, however, need to make your selection, as not all domes
are used on all locos. Check the prototype CC RR loco you’re building and choose your dome PDF set as needed.



The domes are made up of disks of styrene, applied to different short lengths of pipe. The PDFs really show the work to be done in collecting together
the correct styrene disks and pipes. The CC RR #4 sand dome is special, obviously removed from an old Rogers locomotive by the U.P. The
construction of this dome is covered on the Sand Dome CC RR #4 - Rogers Style PDF.  The other CC RR locos use the Steam Dome All CC RR Locos
PDF.  The PDF titled Typical Porter Sand Dome is used on the 1873 version of CC RR #4 and #5 only. Sand Dome - 3 Dome Locos, CC RR #2, 3, 6,
and 7 is used for all the 3 dome locos. This sand dome is smaller than the 1873 Porter dome, and has a taller crown, almost Baldwin style. You can
choose to use the Hartland “E. Marsh” brass STEAM dome in lieu of this small sand dome if you want. The Hartland dome is the right size, but comes
with a steam dome cluster at the top instead of a sand lid.  Press the cluster off, and make a sand lid from styrene per the sand dome PDF.  You  could
use the Hartland "E. Marsh" sand dome with lid - it is slightly undersized for our needs, but will do a nice job.

All dome bases where they intersect the boiler pipe will need fine sanding to get the curvature of the dome interface correct. I wrap sand paper around a
similar sized pipe and sand the dome bases back and forth along the top of the pipe to get the exact fitment like this:

 

The PDFs are pretty much self explanatory, but I’ll highlight a few things:

Rogers sand dome

Disk B is to have the edges rounded off as shown in the side view on the PDF.

The acorn at the top of the dome can be a Hartland hand rail acorn.

The Rogers fluted dome top can be made from Sculpey (modeling clay) as I have made it, or you can buy a casting from Ward Hammond (see
http://www.classicreflections.biz/Rodgers%20Fluted%20Dome.htm ). Ward’s dome top is the perfect size and comes complete with sand lid and
acorn. However, the rest of the dome has to be made up per the PDF.

The dome base is octagon shaped. I’ve provided the shape of the parts to be cut out from 1mm styrene to make the dome base. Basically weld the
parts together onto Part A (the octagon sides will be about 0.5mm inboard from the edges of Part A). Once welded in place, I pour epoxy into the
bottom of the octagon to firm its walls into a nice hard block (see photo below).

Sand the octagon base across the boiler pipe as shown above to perfect the fitment.

The dome base inclusive of Parts A, B, and C will remain separate from Parts D-H. This will enable you to screw the dome down onto the
finished boiler, and then attach the upper dome onto its base.

The Rogers dome base will look like this:



Note epoxy inside dome base

The Rogers dome as seen from above:

Forgive the camera view, which has caused the wide angle lens to visually “stretch” the dome
top. The dome top is quite squat per the PDF.

 

The steam dome

The steam domes for all CC RR Porters are made in the exact same way as the Rogers dome above, except that the base is rounded, not an octagon. Use
the pipe for the dome base, sanded over the boiler pipe to fit. Again allow the dome to split between the base at Part A and the tube upward from Part B.

The splitting of the domes at the dome base and upper dome looks something like this, as applied to the CPH models:



 

The finished Porter steam dome will look like this:



Note that I used a brass drawer knob escutcheon in lieu of sanding disks F and G. Neat! Also
once the dome is painted, I wrap a brass wrapper around the center cylinder of the dome with the
ends overlapped facing the cab. The brass is .005" brass sheet, polished and glued to the dome
using CA. I then spray lacquer the whole finished dome to protect the brass from tarnish and
finger prints.

 

A second steam dome is made in the same manner as the first, but with a different cluster atop, as shown in the PDF. This applied only to Porters with
two steam domes.

The sand dome

The sand dome used on Porters #4 and #5 only (two dome Porters of 1873) is the small original sand dome as used by Porter. Here’s one of these made
up for my brown Martha’s Vineyard Porter. Ignore the (larger) steam dome.

 



The Porter sand dome used on the 3 dome Porters, such as #2, #3, # 6 and #7 are more an ornate Baldwin style, with shapely crown. For this dome you
can either follow the PDF titled Sand Dome - 3 Dome locos, CC RR #2, 3, 6 and 7, or usea modified Hartland “E. Marsh” brass STEAM dome.

Safety valves and whistle

These parts are stripped from your Indy model. Carefully pry the two small brass safety valves from the Indy steam dome top. Pull the whistle from the
side of the dome and remove the side leg to the casting. The whistle on the Porter will be mounted vertically from the dome top. Drill and insert the two
safety valves to the forward end of the steam dome cluster. Install the whistle to the rear of the cluster. I drilled the base of the Indy whistle and inserted
a 10mm length of 1mm brass rod. I then inserted the whistle into the steam dome cluster.

With the boiler and cab loose in place, and the dome loose sitting atop the boiler, the loco should look like this. Don’t screw the dome bases into place
until the boiler is painted and finished. We will screw on the domes real late in the job.

 

Step 19 - More holes in the boiler

Follow either the PDF titled Boiler Details #4 or the PDF titled Boiler Details - 2-6-0. These show the dome locations and holes in the boilers on the 2
dome and 3 dome Porters. Choose your PDF.

The bell

The above photo also shows the bell in place. Drill a hole in the upper datum in the center of the first boiler section. Insert the bell. Leave it loose for
now until the boiler is painted. Use the terrific bell that came from the Indy. Just carefully pull it free from the Indy boiler. Go slow and turn it as you
go. Then drill and install the bell as shown above. If building the 3 dome version of the loco, such as 2-6-0 #7, you’ll need to drill and insert the bell
midway up the wagon top flare. Man go easy with that! Hopefully, the epoxy you filled into the flare section will keep the flare secure during the
drilling. Keep the bell vertical and use some filler around the bell base to fill the gap between it and the angled boiler flare.

The hand rail stanchions

Follow either the PDF titled Boiler Details #4 or the PDF titled Boiler Details - 2-6-0. This is a tough bit of work. Like running boards, hand rails that
are not parallel and level with the boiler can create the most ghastly illusions of crookedness. Get these hand rails right!

For the stanchions you will require four 9mm tall hand rail stanchions from Ozark Miniatures or Trackside Details, etc. I used older Bachmann 4-6-0
taller stanchions on my Martha’s Vineyard Porter, and the much nicer brass Trackside units on the CC RR Porter.

The method is to drill holes into the boiler side. Mark out the hole’s locations per the proper PDF, using the upper datum to ensure the holes are in the
same position on both sides. Insert the hand rail stanchions straight into the boiler side, insert the 1mm brass rod for the hand rail, and glue the two
Hartland acorns onto the forward end of the hand rails. The stanchions inserted into the boiler will look like this:



 

This brings the locomotive construction to a close except for the backhead and pipework. We’ll come back to the pipework at the end of the chapter.
For now let’s get on with the tender construction.

Step 20 - The tender

The Colorado Central tenders fit into three basic categories:

Original 1873 4 wheel tender. Initially built to replace the saddle tanks, but later built new by Porter on the 3rd and 4th locos built (#2 and #3
respectively).

6 wheel tender with high sides. Built in Colorado to replace the smaller 4 wheel tenders (locos #4, #5, #2 and #3 if modeled after ca. 1876).

6 wheel tender with low sides. Built new by Porter on their 5th and 6th locos (#6 and #7 respectively).

The low sided and high sided 6 wheel tenders are identical except for the height of the tender shell. As such we’re providing the PDF for the high sided
version with a dotted line where to trim the sides back if doing the shorter tender sides. The 4 wheel tender has its own PDF set.

If building the tenders to correct Colorado Central styling, these are not an easy tender to hand make, with lots of rocker beams, journals and spring
detail. However, provided as a laser cut kit by Rick Raively, these tenders are an absolute piece of cake!  If you’re wanting one of these tenders and
have to date scratch built your own loco, you can consider buying just the tender kit from Rick.

Alternatively, you can cut the tender chassis templates by hand using the Dremel as a hand held router. It works OK, actually. Or break down the chassis
sides into smaller components of journals and rockers and cut them out all separately as Chris has done with George.

Gather together the appropriate PDFs to build your chosen tender. There are nine pages in each tender set. The construction of 4 wheel or 6 wheel
tenders is identical, except the exact parts profiles differ. Follow the instructions below for both 4 and 6 wheel tenders, noting that the 4 wheel version
only has two journals per side instead of three.

Begin by cutting out the tender deck plate as shown in the Tender-1 PDF. Hang onto this, as this will be used again in a moment to build up the chassis.

Following the Tender-2 PDF, make up two chassis sides, welding the journal front plates and back plates to the chassis frames.

The parts from the kit look like this:



 

The journal holes in the bearings are sized for the Hartland axle. The Hartland metal wheels are recommended for this as these are a nice mid-sized
metal wheel, perfect for locos, and they come with axle bearing surfaces for electrical pick-up, making for a low drag tender with electric contact.

With the side frames welded together, the typical frames look like this:

 

Weld the two chassis frames and front and rear beams to the underside of the tender deck as shown in the Tender-4 PDF. Be sure the front and rear
beam external faces are a minimum 1mm inboard from the edge of the tender deck. Center the chassis frames under the deck. To get the wheels into
place, I flex the frames aside slightly. Don’t do this often, so its best to leave the wheels off after the first test. You simply want to ensure that the
wheels turn freely and that the ends of the axles are trimmed flush with the edge of the outer journal plate.

With the wheels put in, and the details added to the chassis sides per the Tender-3 PDF, the chassis looks like this:



 

Following the Tender-3 PDF, apply the rivet slithers to the tops of the journals as shown, and apply the nut and washer details to the chassis sides. In
addition, bend some 1mm brass rod to the shapes as shown in that PDF. Drill and insert the rods into the 2mm thickness of the chassis. The chassis
details will look like this:

View from the front



View of the side showing the axles trimmed to the face of the journals

 

Next we make the journal boxes themselves, which in this case are perfectly fake.

Per the Tender-8 PDF, note the journal boxes and the journal lids. The journal boxes are made from 4mm sections of the 5.2mm SHS, cut with a 30
degree angle across the front edge. Weld the journal boxes to the chassis side like this:



 

Then weld the journal lids onto the tops of the angled face of the journal boxes. Cut slithers of 1mm rivet rod to apply to the left and right side of each
journal lid to complete the picture.

 

The springs

The 6 wheel tender chassis has four springs down each side, while the 4 wheel tender chassis has three. These springs allowed the original tender chassis
rocking beams to be sprung and equalized. Naturally we’re faking the whole thing. In the eight places (six if building the 4 wheel tender) where the
springs are to go, we’ve provided a thin styrene pedestal. You’ll note the location of the springs as shown on the Tender-8 PDF. You’ll need a 5-6mm
diameter spring as taken from thicker ball points such as those made by BIC etc. These pen types also have thinner springs, such as the 3mm type thing,
but you want the fatter ones.

Cut the springs into short lengths of approx 5-6mm. Using a knife, saw or cutters, cut the styrene pedestals dead center. Do not remove the pedestals;



simply cut them so that the upper half can flex away from the lower half. While bending the upper and lower halves apart, jam a spring length into the
pedestal area. Let the pedestal flex back into position, and weld the cut line together again. The spring will now sit loose in place, held by the pedestal.
That’s all there is to it. Directly to the top and bottom of the spring area apply some slithers of 6mm pipe cut in half to fatten up the areas where the
springs rest. I used thick flat styrene. However, I later got that real clear view of the side of #30 which shows the thickening are really half rounds. The
finished spring area will look like this:

 

To the front and rear beams of the tender chassis, apply the details as shown on the Tender-8 PDF. The coupler pocket is optional, as you may choose to
install a knuckle coupler. However, do install the 1mm rivets and the nut/washer details as shown. Here are some views of the completed front and rear
beams.

Front beam



Rear beam. Note in the above photo, that the coupler pocket is not correct as it should have only
two slots, not three. This has been corrected on your model.

 

The tender shell

PDFs titled Tender-5; Tender-6; and Tender-7 show the basic construction of the shell, per my typical method of tubes in the corners and flat plate to
the sides. Install the tender sides per the layout drawing in Tender-5. The rear corners are made from Evergreen 12mm styrene pipe. The front rounded
tender “legs” are made from 21mm PVC electrical conduit. Weld and install all the parts to the underside of the tender top as shown in Tender-7. You
can use welder for all the construction except the PVC forward tubes. Either use CA or Epoxy for these larger PVC tubes. (I'm told Plastruct makes a
welder they call “Bondene” that will work with PVC and ABS plastics, but have never tried it.) The construction will look like this:

Tender shell seen from the bottom, rear tubes in place, no tender leg tubes yet



Close up of rear tubes

Tender shell as seen from above



Tender shell seen from the bottom, with forward PVC tubes added

Completed tender shell form

 

We now need to add the detail and wrappers to the tender shell. Referring to the Tender-5 PDF, cut out the wrapper templates for the side and rear in
0.5mm styrene. Punch the rivets into the wrappers from the rear similar to the smokebox wrapper. Note that the wrappers shown for the 6 wheel tender
are for the “high sided” 6 wheel tender, such as CC RR #4. However locos #6 and #7 used a low sided 6 wheel tender. If necessary, adjust the wrappers
to the lower height by recentering the middle row of rivets.

Apply the rear wrapper first. Center it onto the rear face of the tender, weld and allow to dry. Press it firmly onto the rear of the tender to ensure a
smooth bond. Once dry, apply welder to the extended ends of the wrapper and roll the ends around the rear end of the tender down onto the tender sides.
Take great care if using welder, as the solvent can get caught inside the rivet dimples and keep melting the styrene for some time. You can also use
Aryldite epoxy for this step, which will not melt the styrene, or even CA, but CA will not allow you any flexibility if you go crooked.



Once the rear face is installed and the edges rolled around to the tender sides, apply the tender side wrappers, butting into the edge of the wrapper
already coming in from the rear. Weld the side wrappers flat with the front ends not secured. When the sides have dried, roll the front end of the
wrapper around the tender legs to the inside of the tender.

With the wrappers installed and seen from below, the tender shell will look like this:

 

Using the Tender-7 PDF templates, apply the flare to the tender sides and rear using 1mm styrene. The corners to the flare are the tough part, so if you
want to do those in two layers of 0.5mm styrene, that would be fine. Once the flare is in place, run a strip of 0.4mm x 0.2mm styrene strips around the
outer perimeter of the flare to simulate the rolled metal edge. Following the photos of your prototype loco, and the Tender -9 PDF  for the 6 wheel
tender only, set up the coal boards from strips of 1mm styrene. You’ll note the tenders were all different. This is how I did mine:

Tender sides and coal boards added



View of finished tender legs, with hold-down cleats added to the forward face

Installation of coal boards



 

The tender rear upper deck has the water hatch. This I made from 12mm evergreen tube, with a lid 1mm wider in diameter.

The lower water hatch area has a riveted flange made from 0.5mm styrene. Note the installation of the rear coal board supports in triangular plates of
1mm styrene.



 

The finished unpainted tender will look like this:

 

Tender details

To the front top of the tender legs, install the water stop valves. These are the fine wheels that are provided on the top of the legs of the Indy tender.
Carefully pry the stop valves off the Indy tender and install them in the same location on your Porter tender. (It might be best to unscrew the Indy tender
top and press the stop valves out from inside the tender so as not to destroy their fine detail). Likewise, we’ll re-install the brake wheel on the Porter
tender. I used some 1.5mm brass rod with the original Indy brake wheel installed at the top, and a small nut applied near the bottom to prevent the brake
wheel’s sliding down. The tender with water valves and brake wheel installed looks like this:



 

Time to install the tender hand rails. For these I simply bent 1mm brass rod into a “U” shape, with the base of the “U” (the actual visible hand rail) set
at 30mm. Drill and insert the hand rails to the side of the tender legs, facing outward 45 degrees as shown in the above photo.

Next it’s time to install the draw bar. From the Tender-1 PDF, you’ll have seen the draw beam templates: two layers of 2mm styrene. Weld the two
layers together forming a 4mm thick beam. Bolt the end with the two holes to the tender. The two holes allow for two coupling distances, the outer for
2.5ft radius, the inner for 4ft+ radius. Use a short length of 6mm styrene tube as a spacer to allow the draw beam to swing nicely below the tender’s
front beam. I bolted down from the top, through the tender deck for strength. Installed, the beam looks like this:



 

The draw beam is as long as it is because it needs to reach well under the loco cab, to reach the original metal draw pin at the rear end of the die cast
chassis frame. You want to hook to the original metal frame, not to our plastic frame extensions. For better connection I extended the metal draw pin
under the Indy chassis by screwing in a 10mm bolt, clad with 3mm styrene tube.

Install the tender steps as outlined in the Tender-3 PDF to the forward end of the tender chassis. Apply a 5.2mm styrene angle to the bottom for the step.

Tool boxes

Following the Tool Boxes PDF, you’ll find patterns for three different types of tool box. A long rear tool box, a short tender top box and an under cab
tool box.

The long rear tool box was used on the rear deck of the tender, and is only used on Porters prior to the introduction of air brakes. If building a non air
brake version, then build this long tool box and install it to the rear of the tender. If adding air brakes, then the detailing of the rear of the tender is quite
different, with air tanks and pipes added. With the long tool box added to the rear of the tender, your tender should look something like this view of CC
RR #2:

 

The tender top boxes are to be made in pairs, one on top of each tender leg. The two tool boxes installed look like this:



 

Note that there is no consistency in the way these tool boxes were done across the prototypes, this one being appropriate to CC RR #4. Adapt the boxes
as needed.

Finally there is a neat tool box to be fitted below the fireman’s side cab floor. The templates are also found on the Tool Boxes PDF. Installed under the
cab floor, the tool box looks like this:

 

Wipers to the tender@

I prefer garden RR locos to have as much electrical pick-up as possible. In the previous Mason and CP Huntington classes, every wheel had electrical
pick-up. So far on our Porter 0-6-0/2-6-0s, only the six drive wheels have contact. The use of Hartland wheels on the tender makes things easy. Hartland
metal wheels for tenders have metal axles at the hub, insulated at both sides. All we need to do is either apply a carbon wiper to the metal axles, or a
simple brass spring set made from 5mm wide, 0.5mm brass strip. I’ll demonstrate the system that can be applied to the Porter class, using my “Shou-



wa-no” 4 wheel tender. All I did was bolt the brass strips to the tender base, and let the brass strip wipe against the wheel axles. Very low drag. The
wipers are well concealed behind the external chassis framing. I soldered wires to the center of each wiper and connected up to the plug reaching to the
loco. In this case re-use the 4 pin plug from the original Indy tender. Solder to the red and black wire terminals. Check polarity and check you’re using
the right pins. Two of the four pins are redundant. Here is a view of the underside of a 4 wheel tender. On the 6 wheel tender, you can apply wipers to
all 6 wheels. However I applied them to only the rear 4 wheels. This way the wipers spring against each other across the two axles:

Underside of a 4 wheel tender - this one modified from a Hartland mini-flat car.

Step 21 - The backhead

Refer to the PDF titled Backhead Parts.

We’ve had a real bonus here: a perfectly good backhead that can be salvaged from the Indy. All that is required is that you cut it free from the Indy
boiler and existing cab floor. If you’re building a model from just the chassis, and have no Indy backhead, I would highly recommend following the
backhead construction from the CP Huntington class. That backhead is the right size, style and era. Here is a link:
http://www.mylargescale.com/articles/masterclass/cphuntington/ch2/cph_ch2c_17.asp

For the rest of us lucky, lucky bastards, we need to strip the details from the existing backhead to be re-used and trim the backhead away from the
existing cab floor.

Here is the stylish Indy backhead:



 

Begin by carefully removing the injectors on both sides of the backhead including the turret and valves at the top of the backhead. Refer to the Backhead
Parts PDF for advice. The fireman’s side injector will be re-used on all Porters, the engineer’s side injector will be re-used only on post 1884 versions.
Also remove the chrome Johnson Bar for re-use.



 

Next remove the gauges from the boiler top. They are attached via two stems. Try to maintain this part intact. You will re-use it exactly as-is if building
an air brake version. If a pre-1884, non-air-brake version, then you’ll only need one gauge. Here are the gauges to be removed. The left-hand gauge is
the boiler pressure gauge, the right-hand gauge is the air brake gauge.

 

To the left side and right side of the backhead are two chrome pipes with valves and details attached. I have no idea what these are meant to be on the
model other than detail for detail’s sake. However, one of these will be most useful to the air brake system at the rear of the tender. Keep one of these on
hand.

Now we need to trim the backhead from the boiler by initially cutting it free at the slots where the Indy cab inserted down onto the boiler. This is the
weakest point in the Indy boiler and makes cutting easy. To remove the Indy cab floor away from the backhead, use a knife and score a line along the
joint where the backhead intersects the floor. Score the sides and rear of the backhead at the floor line. Then fold/bend the floor down away from the
backhead. The floor will split and come free of the backhead.



Here’s where to cut:

 

The backhead is now free. All the details mounted to the rear face of the backhead are to remain as-is. You should remove those two red wheels from
the vertical cylinder to the left of the water gauge. Again detail for detail’s sake: that cylinder is in fact the oil lamp used to illuminate the side of the
water glass for night running. It never had wheels above or below! The cylinder detail has been taken from Bachmann’s Centennial 2-6-0/4-4-0 and
kinda lost its purpose in the meantime, and has become just detail for detail’s sake again.

Again refer to the PDF titled Backhead Parts.

Next trim the forward end of the backhead such that the total depth of the backhead is reduced to approx 12.5mm. I then applied a wrapper of 1mm
styrene to the sides of the unit to fatten it up a little. The boiler width of our backhead is a little undersized, but not enough to get upset about, especially
when you add some lagging to the sides.  You may recall how our Porter cab floor has a step in it where the floor stepped around the rear end of the
metal chassis. This means we do not have a clean run down to the cab floor for the whole of the backhead. The back face of the backhead should run
down to the top of the step, while the rest of the backhead sits onto the running boards. Trim the sides of the backhead to nestle down onto the top of the
step. With the backhead trimmed and lagging applied, the backhead will look like this:



 

In the above photo I’ve attached three valves to the upper area. Two valves are taken from the existing injector assembly. Trim them from the existing
injector pipework and simply weld them into place as shown above and per the PDF The third valve is the blower valve, which is placed 1/3 of the way
down the side of the backhead on the engineer’s side. We obtain this third valve by removing it from the side of the air pump on the Indy here:

 

Mount that valve flat onto the backhead side, with the valve facing toward the rear cab wall.

Next re-install the air gauges to the backhead top. The finished, re-vamped backhead will look like this:



 

Note the pipe running down from the bottom of the blower valve. The pipe runs down to the cab floor. The rest of this pipe will be shown external to
the loco when we do the pipework next.

When the backhead is complete, test fit it to the cab floor and cab walls. Installed, the backhead must look like this:

 

Note how the base of the backhead sits on the floor step, while the rest of it sits on the running boards. Once in place, I glued the blackhead to the cab
front wall. It comes up when the cab is removed.

The two brass colored valves over the top of the backhead (taken from the existing injector detail) are for the injector (left-hand side) and the air pump
(right-hand side).

Also note in the above photo, that the Johnson Bar has been re-installed to the edge of the running board on the engineer’s side of the cab.



Refer to the PDF titled Reverse Lever for the location of the Johnson Bar and the two rods to be installed under the engineer’s side running boards.
Make the reversing rod from 1mm thick styrene, welding it to the side of the firebox.

Step 22 - The pipework

I usually have the locomotive assemblies painted at this point, and the boiler painted/finished in Russia Iron.  The pipes are then added onto the finished
loco. I also prepaint the pipes prior to installation on the loco.  Take care not to scratch or muck up previous work!

The sand lines

Refer to the PDF titled Sand Lines.

These are attached to the side of the sand dome and run down to the the forward side of the drive wheels. For the 0-6-0, the 2 dome versions (such as
#4), the sand lines run straight down from the sand dome to the forward side of the middle driver. On the 3 dome versions, such as #7, the sand dome is
forward and the sand lines run down to the lead end of the forward driver set. Using 1.5mm brass rod for the sand lines, drill and insert them into the
sand dome base. Install a slither of 3.2mm styrene tube at the interface of the dome to simulate the fixing flange.

Installed, the sand lines will look like this:

 

The blower line

Refer to the PDF titled Blower Fitment.

This is a steam pipe that runs from the valve on the fireman’s side of the cab to the smokebox to draw up the fire. We’ve already done the pipe from the
blower valve down to the cab floor. Now to run the pipe from the cab floor to the smokebox. Using 1.5mm brass rod, run the line below the running
boards up to the mid point of the smokebox side. Re-use the smokebox valve that came with the Indy to insert the pipe into the smokebox side. With the
pipe in place, the fireman’s side of the loco will look like this:



 

You can also install the small brass lube lines at this point if you like. Make them from 0.5mm brass wire. Insert them into the steam chest tops, but
leave the other end loose, resting against the smokebox side at the interface with the lagged boiler.

The injectors and feed lines

Refer to the PDF titled Injector Fitment.

Re-use the Indy fireman’s side injector, previously stripped from the Indy backhead. If building a post-1884 version of the Porter, you will repeat this
detail on both sides and use two injectors.

Install the injector to the boiler side, just in front of the cab wall. The two valve handles formerly on the rear of the injector should be mounted to the
inside cab front wall.

Run a 1.5mm brass rod forward to the check valve position midway down the boiler side as shown on the PDF. Use the Hartland check valve at the
interface with the boiler. The Indy check valves are sadly useless.

There are two pipes that run upward to the base of the injector, both 1.5mm brass rods. The forward of these two pipes is the overflow pipe from the
injector and is a short pipe that drains above the rear drive wheel (actually outboard of the wheel face). The rear pipe is the feed water line from the
tender. The rear end of this pipe ends just below the rear cab support and can be trimmed at the free end with a 3.2mm styrene pipe sleeve to simulate
the pipe coupling: normally a rubber hose connected at this point to the water line from the tender.

There is a pipe running out from the top of the injector, also 1.5mm rod, to run back to the cab wall. It should theoretically align with the valve on the
top side of the backhead. This is where the steam is turned on for the injector.

The injector in place, with feed line to the boiler and two pipes under the running boards, should look like this:





 

Repeat to the engineer’s side if building a post-1884 version, with injectors to both sides.

If building the versions with the crosshead water pumps, your pump is already installed on the crosshead guide support.  Refer to the PDF titled
Crosshead Feed Water. The top of the pump is a 6-7mm bead with a hole in the top. We need to run a pipe from the bead to the boiler side check valve.
The check valve on this side is of a different design, a cylindrical type, made from styrene tubing. Attach the check valve and pipe to the boiler side and
drop the free end of the pipe into the top of the bead. But do not glue the pipe to the bead. This is where the pipe and pump separate when lifting the
superstructure free of the chassis for maintenance. The pipe can either be brass 1.5mm rod, or copper tube of the same size.

With the check valve and feed water line in place, the engineer’s side looks like this:



 

If building a pre-1884 version, your pipework is now done! This really is a basic loco, with not much in the way of controls or features. This is how
they were. It is possible, however, to have a colored, pre-black version of the loco, fitted with air brakes. We know the Union Pacific began to install air
brakes to the CC RR equipment in late 1883. The famous view of #4 at Georgetown in 1884 shows a painted, fancy loco, pre-U.P. black scheme, fitted
with air brakes. This is the version my model is based on. Thus any post-1883 model can have air brakes. The period 1883-1885 is the cusp, where
colored locos had air brakes fitted. These same locos were repainted black sometime in 1884 and 1885.

Proceed to the next step if building the air brake versions.

Step 23 - The air brake system

Post-1883 versions

Assemble a set of PDFs that includes the following titles:

Air Compressor

Air Brakes-1

Air Brakes-2

Westinghouse Air Tanks, Rear of Tender

together with the two info pages titled Westinghouse 8" Narrow Gauge Air Compressor -1883.

From late 1883 onward, the Union Pacific owners of the CC RR began to install air brakes to their locos and cars, similar to the work carried out on the
DSP&P at the same time. Like the DSP&P, they adopted the safest system around, the new Westinghouse Automatic Air Brake system. This was a
system that used a drop in air pressure to enable brakes to come on. Thus if cars came free from of the train, brake line pressure would be lost and all
cars—even the run-away cars—would instantly begin braking. The locomotives were also fitted with the automatic system.

The locomotive, as a piece of rolling stock and as the supplier of the brake system air, is really a two-in-one machine.

System 1 is the brake system plant, comprising the air compressor and pipework to the rear air tank or main air reservoir. This is the large air tank on the
rear of the tender. Pipework then returns to the cab and to the train brake stand in the cab. From the brake stand the air lines then run under the cab
floor, forward to the pilot air hose and rearward to the tender air hose. This is the basic system that enables the engineer to release pressure from the air
lines via that one brake stand and enable the brakes to come on to the whole train and loco together.

System 2 is the specifics of the brake system to the loco (or cars). This is the system that drives the actual brakes on each individual piece of rolling
stock. Under each car is a small air tank, charged by the main brake line while pressurized. When there is a drop in air pressure in the main brake line,



the small “Triple Valve” attached to the side of the small air tank switches the valve settings, allowing the air pressure in the small tank to push the
brakes on for that car alone. Each car literally powers its own brakes. When air pressure is restored to the main brake lines (brakes off), the Triple Valve
switches again, allowing the brake pressure to re-charge the small air tank under each car. Air to the brake cylinders is cut and the brakes come off.

The loco has exactly the same system applied to it as a car in the train behind. As such there is a small air tank with a Triple Valve attached, specific to
the braking of the loco. In the case of the Porter, the “small air tank” and Triple Valve is the smaller of the air tanks at the rear of the tender, resting
above the main air tank.

When the engineer applies the brakes to the train (via air pressure release at the cab brake stand), the whole train and loco brake together.

There are instances of long down grades and constant braking where the above system can be flawed. The brakes will only remain “on” while there is
air pressure in the small tanks under each car. These tanks cannot be re-charged again by the main air tank on the loco until the brakes are released. Thus
it is possible on a long down grade for the small air tanks to run out of air. When that happens, the brakes creep off and you’re in trouble. This event
seldom occurs as there are procedures to check the train on the down grade and provide opportunities to slow the train and re-charge the air in the small
air tanks with brakes off. In addition to this, there is a safety brake in the loco alone, a direct air brake that enables air to be taken directly from the main
air tank to drive the brakes on the loco alone. This can help check the train while the train brakes are off.

There are two brake stands inside the cab. One for the train and loco for normal operation, and a second, auxiliary brake stand for loco braking alone.

We make the brake stands using 1.2mm rod, with 3mm and 5mm styrene pipes to create the manifolds. The brake levers themselves are 1.5mm styrene
rod, cut to 5mm length. The two brake stands will look something like this:

 

Painted the stands will look like this:



 

Mount the two brake stands as shown in the Air Brakes-1 and Air Brakes-2 PDFs.  (Best join these two pages together since the brake stands are right at
the edge of each page.) The train brake stand attaches to the backhead rear corner. The loco auxiliary stand is attached to the backhead side, forward near
the forward cab wall.

The air compressor

Refer to the PDF titled Air Compressor.

You can either adapt the Indy air compressor or use an Ozark air compressor or some other unit of approximate size shown on the PDF. To make the
Indy compressor suitable you’ll need to fatten up the lower cylinder using a 13mm length of 12mm styrene tube. Sadly, there is no correct air
compressor as used by these locos from 1883 commercially available. The true look of the compressor is shown in those two info pages titled
Westinghouse 8" Narrow Gauge Air Compressor -1883. This PDF also shows the attachment of the compressor to the boiler side. You can make the
same basic bracket using the info from MC2001, Chapter 6. And indeed you can make your own compressor using the info provided there: size it per the
two info pages noted above. Here’s a link to it: http://www.mylargescale.com/articles/masterclass/mc1/mc1-06/const/const10.asp

The compressor will be attached to a mounting frame as shown on the Westinghouse 8" Narrow Gauge Air Compressor -1883 PDF. A bracket at top
and bottom allows the compressor to rest on the running boards, while the lower cylinder hangs down below the running boards. Wherever pipes run
into or leave the compressor cylinders, apply a small nut over the pipe to simulate the hex pipe connectors. To the front of the lower cylinder we apply
the air strainer: simply a 1.5mm brass rod with 3.2mm styrene tube attached. On the correct 1883 8" pump, the strainer was integral with the air outlet
pipe as shown in the detailed PDF. You can choose how to detail the pump here. My demo is of a “typical” air pump, but is technically not the 8" unit
used in 1883, but rather a commercial pump such as you’ll find at Ozark, AccuCraft or Bachmann.

To the rear of the lower cylinder we run a pipe under the cab floor and down to the rear cab support. This is the air line to the rear air tank.

To the upper cylinder we run a pipe from the cab wall (in line with the second valve on top of the backhead) down to the upper cylinder of the
compressor. This is the steam supply to the compressor. Install the governor as well as shown to the left-hand side of the compressor. This is made using
a 3.2mm sleeve over the steam supply line, and a 5mm length of 1.5mm styrene rod attached to the top of the tube as the governor. Round off the top of
the governor. This enabled the compressor to switch on and off automatically based on the measured air pressure in the rear tender main air tank.

To the forward upper cylinder we apply the steam exhaust line, another 1.5mm rod running from the air compressor down through the running boards
(can be jointed here if you like), and under the running boards to the smokebox side where steam is exhausted out the stack.

Finally another air line is added from the cab floor, attached to the train brake. This line comes to a “T” intersection under the cab floor. Half runs
forward to the pilot deck air hose. (I broke this air line at the saddle such that the loco superstructure can lift free from the chassis.) The other half runs
rearward next to the air line from the compressor to the tender. Here it runs to the rear air hose. That’s about all we need to model that is visible.

The air compressor installed will look something like this:



 

View of pipework under the engineer’s side cab floor:

 

Air hose at the pilot:



 

Total view of side of loco:

 

Air tanks at rear of tender

Refer to the PDF titled Westinghouse Air Tanks - Rear of Tender.

We have two air tanks to install on the rear apron of the tender: the main air tank for the train brakes, and the auxiliary tank and Triple Valve for the
loco brakes. The lower tank is made from approx 24mm pipe, clad in an 0.5mm wrapper with punched rivets. Note that the actual pipe used will be
4mm shorter than the total exposed wrapper width as seen on the PDF. Make the tank 63mm long, including the 1mm thick end caps. Make the wrapper
67mm wide per the PDF. Once the wrapper is installed around the tank, you’ll get that nice recessed tank end look. The rivets along the edges of the
wrapper are set at 2mm centers. Where the wrapper overlaps itself, we apply a double line of rivets, set in a zig-zag pattern simulating the lap joint of
the pressure vessel. These rivets are set in two lines on 5mm centers. Following the PDF, install the air lines to the fireman’s side of the tank, and the
1.5mm styrene “rivet rod” rivets as plugs to both ends of the tank.

I glued this tank to the tender deck. Apply 2.5mm wide 0.5mm thick straps over the rear of the tank per the PDF.

The second air tank you already have. Remove one of the air tanks from under the Indy running boards. You will need to unscrew it. Cut the air tank
down in length to the length shown on the PDF. I cut the Indy tank at the interface of the molded strap, such that when the tank was re-joined, the joint
line was right against one of the straps and effectively invisible.



This air tank I glued to the rear of the tender shell. To the fireman’s side we run a small 1mm brass rod from the floor up to the center of the tank. To
the engineer’s side we apply that chrome what’s-it we found attached to the Indy backhead. It looks exactly like a Triple Valve! Just added some 1.5mm
pipe to the lower end of the existing chrome pipe to extend the run to the deck.

Here are some views of the rear tanks in construction:

Side showing the triple valve and blank end to the main tank, with plugs in place

View showing the main air lines going into and exiting the tank

 

Note that my pipe locations entering the tank are based on DSP&P practice, since there were no detailed photos of the CC RR Porters. However, since
this model was built, Mal Ferrell’s new book has come out which has a wonderful clear, enhanced side view of CC RR #30 (photo is shown in the
background section of this article), and you can finally see exactly how the pipes were installed to the air tanks on this Porter. The updated pipe layout is
on the PDF, only minimally different than above.



Finishing

I will leave it to you to determine when and how to paint your model, and at which point it is best to bolt it all together. Follow the Loco Assembly PDF,
showing how the firebox is bolted and glued to the Indy chassis, how the boiler/running board unit is bolted to the chassis, and thus remains removable,
and how the cab and tender shells are bolted down to the decks. All of this is identical to previous classes.

To add ballast to the loco, I rolled up some lead flashing (lead sheet 1.5mm thick) and slid it into the main boiler section. It was approximately 70mm
long, 38mm in diameter. I used epoxy to hold the lead in place inside the boiler.

Its is about this time I install the light bulb to the headlight. I use a grain of wheat bulb as I prefer real globes over LEDs due to their nice warm glow.
Install the grain of wheat bulb into the lamp reflector, which should be painted silver or white. I usually set the globe atop a short length of 3.2mm tube
such that the globe stands firm in the center of the headlight reflector. Thread the wires down through the lamp platform and into the hole in the
smokebox front. Pull the wires through to the motor area and solder the wires to the motor terminals when the model is about to be bolted together.

I don’t add weight to the tender. The coal load will add all the weight that is needed. I crush up some real coal chunks into nice small bits, place the
crushed coal into a bowl and mix a 50/50 PVA/water solution into the coal. Strain the glue out of the coal and then tea spoon it into the tender top.

Paint and decals

As per other classes, I should note the preferred Russia Iron paint colors to use for the boiler.  The best by far is Testor’s “Gunmetal” Metalizer and
sealer. This can be purchased as either an air brush mix or as a rattle can. You spray it on and buff when dry, then seal with the spray-on clear varnish
sealer. This makes for a perfect color and speckless metal finish. Sadly we don’t get these cans here easily in Auz.

A close second is the Tamiya range “Gun Metal.”

For loco base colors I can recommend the following:

Early Porters were known to be wine in color with red wheels. Tamiya “Maroon” makes for a great loco wine color. It does, however, require a dark
undercoat to cover well. The maroon is very transparent and takes several coats to get the depth needed. As such I use a dark blue or matt black as an
undercoat and then spray the maroon on top. The color of the undercoat does affect the final visible color of the maroon. For a more purple/wine color,
use a dark blue undercoat. For a more red maroon, use matt black as the undercoat.

Around the 1880 era, loco style was moving to dark greens. Baldwin had been into dark greens since 1877 and Mason some years before that. Wine
color was harder to look after and was beginning to look a little dated. So while there is no proof at all, it is possible that the Porters repainted on the CC
RR might have been painted dark green as my sample shows.

Other options would be dark chocolate brown, popular in the mid to late 1870s. Chocolate brown was used by William Mason at this time, and indeed it
was the stock color for the DSP&P and CC RR coaches. Other colors such as dark blue could also be used, again used in the 1850s to late 1860s. The
thing to remember with all these colors is that they were really dark. In some cases they were only a few shades lighter than black. In 1885 the U.P.
repainted the fleet gloss black with mineral brown running boards, tender top and roof, gold lettering.

Stan Cedarleaf provided the decals shown on my sample model. This decal set is available for class use and is based on the decoration of the CC RR #4
as shown in the Jackson photograph of 1884 prior to the U.P. black paint scheme being applied. We’ll also make available the U.P. large gold number
versions (CC RR #30, #32 etc) and we’ll also provide a stock Porter decoration based on the photograph of CC RR #7, in as-built form.

Here are some photos of the finished model:









 

Here’s the old lady pulling the first of our collection of CC RR 1:20.3 passenger cars. This is the CC RR Baggage Car #1, from 1873. This kit along
with the coach to follow are produced by Bronson-Tate Architectural Models, supplier of MasterClass Carters cars. This link will take you to their
website: http://www.bronson-tate.com/ml.shtml  Information on CC RR passenger cars (prototype) can be found at Hayes Hendricks’ Passenger Cars of
the Colorado Central website at http://www.ironhorse129.com/rollingstock/CandS/cc-passenger/index.htm 
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